


AEG PRESENTS AND LIVE NATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH X-RAY

MONDAY 26 FEBRUARY 
NOTTINGHAM

MOTORPOINT ARENA
AEGPRESENTS.CO.UK  AXS.COM  TICKETMASTER.CO.UK

STEREOPHONICS.COM

NEW ALBUM ‘SCREAM ABOVE THE SOUNDS’ OUT 27 OCTOBER



For more information and to buy tickets: www.octoberinnottingham.co.uk

One of Europe’s most famous travelling fairs, with over 
720 years of history.

04 - 08
OCT

Round off October in Nottingham with a bang at the 
biggest bonfire in the East Midlands.

05
NOV

FREE

From bingo to burlesque and soul to swing, there’s 
something for everyone in this year’s lineup.

29 - 08
SEP - OCT

Over 1,000 real ales and ciders, traditional curries and 
colourful Diwali celebrations.

11 - 14
OCT

Travel back to 12th-century Nottingham for an 
immersive live experience.

21 - 22
OCT

Get spooked exploring dungeons, walking with ghosts 
and carving pumpkins.

20 - 31
OCT
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editorial

Oi oi, saveloys. 

Tis I, Lucy, your trusty Assistant 
Editor; the cocktail to the prawn; the 
mash to the pie; the Robin to Bridie’s 
Batman. 

Like a child stuck in the middle of a 
nasty divorce, our Bridie left me – the 
mother bear and day-to-day caregiver 
– for warmer climes and party vibes 
with the weekend dad best known as 
Outlook Festival in Croatia. Leaving 
me, shivering, alone and bitter in 
the wasteland and floundering in an 
ocean of emails. 

Only joshin’. It’s been a right barrel of laughs, and like all good 
sidekicks, I’ve somehow managed to keep the show on the road 
while eagerly awaiting Brizzaling’s return.

October in Nottingham is my all time favourite. Market Square’s 
slabs are Spiegeltented to the nines; Hockley’s cobbles are coated 
with ‘Hustlers – this year, both young and old – and Forest Rec’s 
fields are flooded with fairground rides and cocks on sticks. Early 
nights out the window, Hoodtown; we’re going in.

In honour of World Mental Health Day on Tuesday 10 October, 
we spoke to Caroline Harroe, the woman behind self-harm and 
suicide-prevention organisation, Harmless, about the work they do 
to help folk who are struggling. And what a woman our Caroline 
is. If you’re looking for a healthy injection of inspiration, look no 
further than page fourteen. We’ve also got a moving piece from a 
mental health nurse working on a perinatal unit here in Notts, so 
be sure to check that one out, too.

In other news, our Videographer, Georgi, has been beavering 
away to bring you a feature-length documentary on the life of 
one Herbert Kilpin; the bloke from Mansfield Road who basically 
invented AC Milan. He’s proper big cheese, and to celebrate the 
release of the documentary that’ll be premiering at Broadway 
Cinema on Sunday 22 October, we’ve dedicated a whole four 
pages to chatting about the fella. 

There’s heaps and mounds for you to be gerrin’ on with, both 
within these pages and out in the general Nottingham ether, so 
quit yer dithering and hop to it.

As for me, it’s back to the safety of the shadows. Notts, you’ve 
been real. Keep it 100.

Lucy Manning
lucy@leftlion.co.uk

06 Street Tales
 Plus Ad Sectioned, What Notts,  
 and Overheard in Notts...

08 LeftEyeOn
 Your photography lot don’t half  
 make Notts look pretty with yer  
 pictures an’ that...

10 In Focus: Roxie Hickling
 This month, the Time to Change  
 Notts member is hosting Speak  
 Out! to help end the stigma   
 surrounding mental health...

13 A Mental Health Nurse in Notts
 In honour of World Mental Health  
 Day, a nurse from Nottingham  
 talks about life working on a   
 perinatal unit...

17 Marathon Man
 Abandoning fags and booze for  
 tracks and training? Rory 
 Coleman  tells us how he turned 
 it all around...

18 Basketball Case
 John Dabrowski is the former  
 basketball champion turned   
 mental-resilience coach... 

21 Collective Call
 There’s a new girl group in town,  
 and they go by the name 
 of SHEAfriq...

22 Culture Club
 A word with Paul Russ, chair of  
 Nottingham’s bid to be European  
 Capital of Culture 2023...

25 Talk to Prank
 The funny men behind US hit,  
 Impractical Jokers, are bringing  
 their stand-up to Notts...

33 Nature of the Beasts
 The duo behind sci-art collective,  
 Instar, talk bats and stuffed   
 animals... 

34 Art Works
 With local jeweller, Firenza, and  
 Rampant Ink Tattoo Studio’s   
 Gray Silva...

38 Music Reviews
 What we think to the city’s
 latest musical releases. Plus   
 what’s on the LeftLion Stereo... 

40 War of Words
 Gav Thorpe has created worlds  
 and written thirty-odd novels.  
 ‘Bout time we had a word...

42 Novel Ideas
 Legendary local writer Jon   
 McGregor on his latest novel,          
 Reservoir  13,and life on a   
 narrowboat...

43 Committed to Memory
 UoN lecturer, Kevin Harvey,
 is using poetry to unlock the   
 minds of dementia sufferers...

44 Free-From Fighter
 Baker Chamiah Goulbourne is  
 bringing vegan treats to the   
 masses with SweetVibes...

45 Noshingham: Lean Cuisine Spesh
 Three of the best places to grab  
 a healthy biteto eat, without   
 skimping on flavour...

47 Pick of the Month
 October in Notts is a right raucous  
 time, so don’t miss a thing with  
 our top event picks...

48 Events Listings
 With Nottingham Comedy   
 Festival, Roxy Ballroom and Glee  
 Club’s Framework Fundraiser...

54 End Page
 With Rocky Horrorscopes, Art  
 Hole and Strellyation...

14 Root Cause
 Harmless, the suicide and self- 
 harm prevention organisation,  
 turns ten this month...

27 Nottingham: Birthplace of 
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 Why can our little city make   
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36 The Bigger Picture
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 of America...
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ADVERTISING
SECTIONED
Local adverts ripped from the pages of history... words: Wayne Burrows

words: Joe Earp
illustration: Eva Brudenell

Apple Lets You Spend More Time Going Places! 
Keen Computers (c.1980)

The Apple II, launched by the 
company in 1977, was arguably one 
of the first successful attempts to 
sell desktop computers after two 
decades during which computing 
had been the sole preserve of 
corporations, universities and other 
large-scale institutions. The Apple II 
wasn’t quite a home computer, but it 
was something you might fit into a 
regular small office in a city like, say, 
Nottingham.

And that’s where Keen Computers, set 
up around 1980 on The Poultry just off 
Old Market Square, came in. As their 
copy puts it, the Apple II is a machine 
that can tackle all your “tedious, 
time-wasting jobs… with ease, and 
much more quickly than you’d think 
possible.” Leaving you, it seems, with 
plenty of time to check out the latest 
drama on the Playhouse stage.

True, we can see there’s a certain 
sleight of phrase going on, with the 
advert omitting to mention the fact 
that all the same information will 
need to be entered manually, just as it 
would have been using a typewriter 
and filing cabinet. But that’s just the 
old promise of automation leading to 
increased leisure time you’d already 
have been hearing for decades, even 
when this copy first hit print.

Viewed from today’s world, when the 
Apple II’s descendants have long-
since forced the office into every 

corner of our lives, we might well 
raise a quizzical eyebrow at the idea 
of computers freeing us from the 
dreaded chains of our day jobs. In 
2017, the onstage action is liable to 
be interrupted by the vibration of your 
mobile in your pocket as it announces 
yet another dozen additions to 
the inbox.

But, in fairness to Keen Computers, 
there was never anything inevitable 
about the way things turned out. 
For all the blame that lands on the 
devices themselves, it’s always been 
our politics, not our technology, that 
drives us ever deeper into endless 
labyrinths of zero-hours digital 
hustling and five-person salaried 
workloads. What if jobs now had the 
same hours, supporting casts and pay 
packets relative to living costs as their 
1980 equivalents, but with today’s 
technology at their disposal?

It’s not impossible you might even 
have time to see a play once in awhile, 
if that’s your thing; or take a night 
class, catch-up with friends down 
the pub, or a long walk with the 
dog; whatever you fancied. Instead, 
it’s been decided that we should 
all collapse in front of Netflix the 
instant we get home because by that 
point we’re too knackered to process 
anything more taxing than yet another 
speech about how we’re going to be 
working harder and smarter, for less 
pay, in the future.

Kitty Hudson was born in the village of Arnold in 
1765, the granddaughter of Mr White, sexton of St 
Mary’s Church Nottingham. She went to live with her 
grandfather when she was six, and to earn her keep, 
she was put to the task of sweeping the pews and 
aisles of the church.  
 
While working, every time she found a pin or needle, 
Kitty would put it into her mouth for safekeeping. This 
in itself is not an uncommon practise, and perhaps the 
young Kitty had seen her mother do this while carrying 
out needle work. However, Kitty began to enjoy the 
sensation of sharp objects in her mouth; a habit that 
was further encouraged by a resident servant girl who, 
for amusement, would offer Kitty a “stick of tuffy” in 
return for a mouth full of pins.

For Kitty, what began as a habit soon became an 
addiction, and in her own words she “could neither eat, 
drink, nor sleep, without pins or needles in her mouth.” 
Such was the damage caused by this practice that by 
the time her friends and family were aware, she had 
worn away her teeth almost to her gums.

Kitty began to suffer a constant numbness in her arms 
and legs which the doctors could not explain. She was 
finally admitted to hospital when her right arm became 
inflamed and infected, and the doctors discovered two 
needles under the skin that were quickly extracted 
using forceps. Further examination revealed more 
needles higher up the arm, which were also extracted.

With the exception of two or three short breaks, Kitty 
spent nearly two years in hospital. As an inpatient, 
Kitty’s pains continued in various parts of her body, 
and the hospital record book states that “a very large 
darning needle was this day extracted from her right 
breast, seemingly buried within a part of that gland; 
thinks she feels another needle very deep seated under 
the gland in the middle of the breast; complained of 
great pain in the breast after the removal of the needle, 
which in about an hour afterwards became so excessive 
as to throw her into convulsions.”

Later, Kitty’s right breast became extremely inflamed, 
and she was soon complaining of a deep-seated 
pain which prevented her from resting. The doctors 
suspected the pain to be caused by yet another needle 
and were planning to operate in order to remove it.

During the operation, the needle was discovered to have 
passed into Kitty’s thorax and could not be reached. 
Her breast tissue was so infected that part of it was 
removed. The records state: “For several days [the 
patient] has complained of great pain in her breast and 
describes it to be as if several pins were lodged in the 
mamma and pectoral muscle, and lying between the 
two ribs.”

Kitty was once again operated on, and the whole of 
her right breast was removed. A needle was found in 
the middle of the tissue. In the evening, Kitty suffered 
a haemorrhage, the dressings were removed and a pin 
was found in the dressing. Still complaining of pain, 
Kitty’s dressings were again partially removed, and a 
pin was found sticking to them, with four more pins 
lodged in the wound. A few days later, the same thing 
happened, and four more pins and a plum stone – which 
she’d swallowed two days before – were found stuck to 
the dressing.

By coincidence, a young man by the name of Goddard 
attended the hospital as an outpatient, with what is 
described in the records simply as a “complaint in 
the head”, through which he lost an eye. This young 
man was also from Arnold and was a childhood friend 
of Kitty. The two became romantically attached, and 
Goddard swore that he would marry Kitty even if she 
lost all her limbs, providing her life was spared.

They were married six months after Kitty’s discharge 
from hospital and lived in Arnold. Here, Kitty bore 
nineteen children. Kitty’s husband died in 1814 and 
a short time after, she went to stay with friends in 
Derbyshire where she lived out the remainder of her life. 

For more on Nottingham History check out the 
Nottingham Hidden History website. 
           

nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com
 



WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...

Tweet us @LeftLion with your #OverheardInNotts quotes.

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...

QUIDS IN
There are two types of people in this world: 
those who play big, and those who play 
safe. It’s often thought that only those 
choose to dive in at the deep end will 
receive the big rewards, but one man has 
proven that theory entirely wrong. After 
placing £1 on a new side bet for three-card 
poker in Grosvenor Casino, David Wilkinson 
from Lincoln got dealt ‘em good and proper, 
and ended up winning the major jackpot of 
over £47,000. 

The casino had to pay out after the 
croupier presented Mr Wilkinson with a 
royal flush of spades; that’s a ten, jack, 
queen, king and ace. “I felt sick at first and 
then overwhelmed, and of course happy. 
Everyone was shaking my hand and rubbing 
my hair and belly as a ritual for good luck” 
said the champ. He plans to tek his three 
kids to Disneyland, pay to go to his brother’s 
wedding in Ibiza, and buy his missus a car 
and a hot tub with his winnings. 
Well in, son.

BOOZY BURGLARY
Ocean’s Eleven types aside, them who do 
burglaries are hardly the sharpest tools in 
the shed. But these two don’t half tek the 
biscuit. Brothers Dion Guest and Taylor 
Johnson, of Bestwood, broke into an 
unlocked house in Cromford, and robbed 
cash, two laptops and car keys. To celebrate 
their success, Guest took a swig of beer 
from inside the home they just robbed, and 
left the bottle – and his DNA – behind. The 
coppers caught ‘em, and they’ve both been 
sentenced to jail time. Silly boggers.

OH, GO FUND YERSEN
Yow lot ain’t half cheeky sometimes. Rather 
than popping your pennies in a piggy 
bank, or asking yer mam to lend you a 
tenner, you’ve been taking to crowdfunding 
websites like GoFundMe to ask the general 
public to dob you dollar for some right 
peculiar things. One of you wanted £30 to 
“help Jack get on the sesh” and another 
asked for £200 so you could buy chicken 
wings for ten weeks straight. Gawd, give 
us strength.

 

TRIPLE YOLKER
Hold the front page; there’s big news to 
be heard in this here city. A triple-yolk egg 
has been hatched by hens at a Nottingham 
nursery. When Kay Sullivan took chick eggs 
into Alderman Pounder Infant School and 
Nursery in Chilwell to be incubated, he 
had no idea they’d grow into such egg-
laying prodigies. The 1-in-25 million egg 
was cracked last month and served with 
HP sauce upon two rounds of white toast, 
lathered with butter. Proper.

MELLOW CELLO
The Notts lad who was crowned BBC Young 
Musician of the Year back in 2016, Sheku 
Kanneh-Mason, is a dab hand when it comes 
to the cello. And it turns out he’s got a heart 
of gold on him an’ all. After discovering 
that funding cuts to his former school, 
Trinity Catholic School, might mean cello 
lessons for pupils would grind to a halt, the 
Mapperley Park lad donated £3k of money 
he earned from performing in concerts 
towards the school's music programme. 
How loverly.

PARIS FASHION
The Burning Man festival in Nevada is a 
hedonistic celebrity hot spot. This year, 
hotel heiress and chihuahua owner, Paris 
Hilton, was spotted living it up in full 
festival get-up – including a hat designed by 
Sneinton-based fashionista, Aimee Jackson. 
The My Little Pony-adorned hat worn by Ms 
Hilton has seen a rocket in attention for Ms 
Jackson’s company, Glittermee. Big up, lass. 
We love to see a local girl done good.

TOP TREE
In Notts, we’re not averse to climbing them 
ladders, in everything from sport to music. 
This month, we’re rallying behind the 
Parliament Oak tree in Sherwood Forest, in 
its bid to be crowned the Woodland Trust’s 
Tree of the Year. Apparently, back in the 
day, King John and Edward I held informal 
parliaments underneath the branches of the 
tree during their respective reigns, and if 
the oak tree is successful in its campaign, 
it could win itsen a grand to put towards 
a party in its honour. Fingers and twigs 
crossed.

“My daughter’s 37. She’s quite beefy.”

“So I told my best friend that I fancied him, yeah, 
then she started giving him 50p every single day, 
and said she fancied him too.”

“I’m very wary of tomatoes, I am.”

“But Dave, the apocalypse 

needed to be discussed, that’s 

all am sayin’.”

“Hey pal, sorry about the other 

day. I was drunk.”

Man: Hello again, we should get married.
Woman: Are you loaded? Man: No, but I’m a nice person.Woman: I’m only interested in loaded.

“I had Fawaz on the back of my shirt.”

“We’re keeping that crazy alphabetical-order vibe going on.”

“Would you rather eat heroin or inject a bacon sandwich?”

“I'm good at verbal anyway.”

“Shut up, Ian! Stop being so stupid 

and have your f***ing vinegar.”

“Indigo child? Yeah she’s 
an indigo child. She was 
conceived on the night bus.”

“Wait, so... I don’t get it. Which one of you 

was touching her shoulder?”

Man 1: Good mornin’, blud.Man 2: Nah, ain’t got time for that.Man 1: You what?!
Man 2: F*** that fam, ain’t got time for no good mornings.
Man 1: Look at this beautiful weather. You spoiled my morning, blud.Man 2: Nah allow that, I’m busy.Man 1: Come here now so I can buss ya head.

(Man 2 runs off)

Person 1: What happened to you, mate?

Person 2: I broke my ankle playing pool.

GOOSE FAIR
We used to go every year as it’s near our birthday, but the 
rides these days are enough to kill you. As you get older, it 
all seems less appealing. We used to love the Divebomber, 
the Magic Carpet and the Wall of Death. The rides were only 
half a crown in those days, but you barely get change from 
a fiver now.

HALLOWEEN
We can’t stand it. It’s a thing imported from America for 
demented children to try and scare us. Although, we will 
be selling pumpkins in the shop for between £1 and £1.50 
if people want to buy them. You can eat the insides too, 
although personally we think that pumpkin is one of the 
more vile of vegetables.

STUDENTS ARE BACK
Good! They bring life back to the city. The city centre is full 
of student accommodation and no-one lives in it for three 
months a year. That whole area around Trent Uni is like 
some kind of thirties wasteland from June to September 
when they go back home.

ITALIAN FOOTBALL
Are they any good at it? They’ve won the World Cup a few 
times, we suppose. Plus, they’ve got the Pope on their side.
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Want to get your shots featured in this spread?

Simply email your best high-res Nottingham photos and 
Instagram handle to lefteyeon@leftlion.co.uk.
 
Happy snapping.

You can’t win ‘em all, and 
tomorrow’s another day 
 
Chris Dale

chrismdale.co.uk

The spectacle is not a 
collection of images 
 
Yvonne Dickinson
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Demolition chaos looms 
among the city streets 
 
Steven Attenborough

@s_t_e_v_e_n_a

Meet you down the swamp, 
promise we won’t get stuck 
 
Melanie Mack

@melaniemack11

Symbols strike every hour, 
making inhabitants nervous 
 
Gary Spencer
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It’s World Mental Health Day on Tuesday 10 October, and Time to 
Change Notts are doing their very best to put Nottingham on the map 
in the fight against the stigma. Roxie Hickling has been organising 
an event for the campaign group at The Maze this month, where 
there’ll be music, spoken word and entertainment focused on personal 
experiences and working towards healthy bonces. And it just so 
happens that Time to Change Notts are looking for new members to 
join their team. If you’re interested in what they do or want a bit more 
information, drop ‘em an email at ttcnotts@gmail.com. Anyway, this 
month, Roxie gave us a little insight into her world by answering our 
questions in snaps...

Speak Out! for World Mental Health Day takes place at The Maze on 
Tuesday 10 October. Bring pennies for donations.

facebook.com/ttcnotts
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I always wanted to work in a job that was different every day, helps other people, 
and would allow me to travel with my qualifications. Originally, this was going to 
be midwifery, but when I went to university open days, it just wasn’t doing it for 
me, so I popped my head into one of the lectures on mental health. That definitely 
seemed more me. I’ve now been a registered nurse for four years.

Nothing prepares you for your first day as a qualified nurse. University and place-
ments were helpful and gave me great insight into the job, but when you’re the 
only nurse on shift, the weight of responsibility hits you hard. There’s a huge sense 
of “Oh god, what do I do now?” It took me a good six months to feel comfortable in 
running the shift, and able to delegate to people who were older than me and had 
worked there for years. 

I started my career in child and adolescent mental health, and worked in that area 
for about fifteen months. It was a really intense, and often very emotional experi-
ence, particularly as some of the patients were close to my own age. 

I now work in perinatal mental health on an inpatient unit, working closely with 
women who are experiencing postnatal depression or postpartum psychosis, and I 
help them to care for their newborns. It’s a really emotional job, and one of the most 
difficult parts is seeing how broken and confused families are when they realise 
their partner and new baby are going to have to stay in hospital. We care for a lot 
of patients from all over the UK too, as it’s a specialist service, so many families can 
only visit their loved ones once a week, which is difficult.

For a lot of the women on the ward, this is their first experience of being mentally 
“unwell”, and that, coupled with the presence of a brand new baby, is really chal-
lenging. There’s a lot of stigma surrounding perinatal mental health, and that can 
be one of the toughest things the women on our ward face. 

Facebook would have us believe that having a baby is rosy and sweet, but in real-
ity, one in four women experience postnatal depression, and one in a thousand will 
experience postpartum psychosis. It’s something we need to talk about more, to 
alleviate the shame and stigma surrounding what’s already a tough time for women 
and their families.

A typical day on the ward would see me starting at 7am, coffee in hand, receiving 
a handover from the night staff. Then, it’s onto the morning medication round and 
filling in all the tedious paperwork. We spend a large proportion of the day feeding, 
changing and cuddling babies – which is always nice – as well as spending one-to-
one time with the mums on the ward. Sometimes we’ll go for a chat in the lounge, 
or for some fresh air, or for a cuppa at a local cafe. Of course, if someone is particu-
larly poorly, or needs a high level of observation, that routine goes out the window. 

I think the most common misconception about my job is that everyone is “crazy” 
and people always tell me that I must be so brave to do what I do. Yes, it is chal-
lenging and sometimes scary, but for the most part, I’m just talking to normal, 
everyday people who are going through a terrible time and need a bit of extra sup-
port and TLC. The most aggression I’ve ever experienced was from a frail, eighty-
year-old woman who didn’t want me to help her get dressed; hardly a terrifying 
experience.

The job isn’t easy; there are long hours, with little time for food or rest. When you’re 
working with mentally unwell patients, they’re going through a rough time, and 
sometimes they take it out on you, so there can be days when you’ll be spoken to 
like crap all day. I’m a big wimp when it comes to blood, so the worst part of the job 
for me would have to be if I’m the only nurse on the shift and someone self-harms. 
But seeing a mother go home well and excited about life with her new bundle of joy 
is well worth the intensity of the journey to get her there. 

 There’s a lot of stigma 
surrounding perinatal mental 
health, and that can be one of 
the toughest things the women 
on our ward face 
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In honour of World Mental Health Day, we spoke to the force of nature that is Caroline Harroe. Caroline is the CEO of 
Harmless, an organisation that goes above and beyond to help those in our city who are experiencing distress, and are 
battling with self-harm. They’re celebrating their tenth birthday this month, and looking forward to moving into their 
own, dedicated premises. What better time to sit down for a cuppa?
Tell me about Harmless...
Harmless is a CIC [community interest company] and we’ve been in operation since 
October 2007. We were originally established to respond to the needs of people that self-
harm, as well as their friends, family and professionals, to be able to give people that had 
not traditionally had access to support services somewhere to go. We’d seen the massive 
lack of provision through first-hand experience, and we used our experience to say, “Hey, 
it can get better.” The whole service is built on embodying hope, and using our own, 
lived experience to communicate hope to others.

Thousands of people have moved through our service over the last ten years, and what 
we offer has progressed, too. We provide direct access support, so people can self-refer 
and agencies can refer people as well. People can just walk into one of our open sessions 
and say they need some help, plus we have an online support portal, and we provide 
short-term, long-term and group psychotherapy. 

We have a team of project workers who help people manage their day-to-day lives; 
everything from finance management to self-management work if therapy isn’t right for 
them. Sometimes people just need to feel contained by a supportive team, and that can 
be enough. We want to make people feel supported, so we do what they want us to do. 

We go wherever people need us to be; we’ve met people in the back of pubs, we play 
crazy golf. It’s really important that people know they can have a cuppa and get to know 
us first; they don’t have to commit to a six-week, intense psychotherapy programme.

Why do people self-harm?
If you’re having a really bad day and then you stub your toe, you forget about your bad 
day because you’re thinking about your toe. Afterwards, it all comes back but, in that 
instant, the pain interrupts thoughts and emotions. Self-harm does that, too. If you’re 
uncomfortable with how you feel, doing something to change that is a normal, human 
desire. We’re used to the answer of people self-harming to cope, but actually, if you 
look at it in less of a box, we all do stuff to our bodies to change how we feel, like doing 
exercise when we’re angry.

People have states that they’re particularly challenged by, and they might harm 
differently, or more, depending on the states they’re uncomfortable with. It’s not a one-
size fits all. We know that people usually start self-harming in one way, and then self-
harm in different ways for different states. Unless you resolve the distress that’s driving 
it, people usually become more risky and their thoughts and intentions of suicide worsen. 
We’re not sure if that’s because they self-harm, or whether it’s because their distress 
becomes more hopeless.

Is part of the treatment you offer giving people an alternative method of interrupting 
those feelings?
That’s some people’s approach. Our approach is: “Those feelings are not gonna go away, 
so let’s help you tolerate them.” You can’t always fix the source of someone’s pain, but 
you can change their relationship to it, and if you learn to tolerate it, people usually have 
less of a need to grab at something to cope. 

Do you think that your user-led approach, and staff’s experience with self-harm and 
mental health, has enabled you to respond to service users more effectively?
It’s a blessing and a curse. While we have experience in our team, which is really 
important, that isn’t representative of our users, so we have to constantly revisit what 
works from a consultation point of view. We don’t do an assessment at the first point of 
contact, so people can come in and just have a chat. That seems to make a difference 

because we have really high levels of retention and really solid rates of recovery that are 
not traditionally found within services. I think that’s because we stick with people for as 
long as they need us, as opposed to a six-week block.

So you’re removing the fear of accessing a service...
That’s vital. But we also have to validate the fear of accessing services; I’ve had some 
dire experiences. When a large proportion of clients come to us and the first six months 
consist of working on the distress they’ve experienced through accessing services, that’s 
not acceptable. That shouldn’t be anybody’s story. They shouldn't be saying “I have all 
these issues, I hurt myself and I often think about dying, but the biggest problem in my 
life at the moment is the service that I’ve experienced from providers.”
 
Why is there such a problem, do you think?
There’s still limited provision. For instance, there’s more of a pathway for younger people. 
If you’re over eighteen and you self-harm, you’re in distress or feel suicidal, and you have 
a diagnosis of depression and/or anxiety, you’re considered to be under primary care and 
there’s a way to get help. 

If you start ticking the “risk” box, you can’t access those services anymore, but you’re 
not yet able to access secondary services. There’s this huge, gaping chasm, and there 
are commissioners who are looking at how to bridge that gap, but it’s been known about 
for over ten years. It’s a bit like pinball: not risky enough for one place, but too risky for 
somewhere else.
 
There seems to be a preconception that self-harm is a young person’s issue. Would 
you say that’s correct?
The data shows that there’s a high rate of self-harm in children and young people 
populations, but we haven’t undertaken the same level of research across adult 
populations. That’s not the same thing as saying “This is a children and young person’s 
problem.” We do know that the average age of onset is thirteen or fourteen, and there are 
reports, such as the paper in The Lancet, that show self-harm declines over a person’s 
age span. However, until we were funded by Children in Need and Comic Relief for Young 
People’s Work, our largest cohort of people were around 35, so I don’t think this is just a 
young person’s issue, and I think it’s a really dangerous message to give out. 

It hugely stigmatises people if the large-scale public understanding is that self-harm 
belongs to children and young people. If you’re an adult, not only do you have issues of 
poor provision to overcome, you also have to tackle this pervading stigma that you’re on 
your own because “adults don’t do this.” Adults do do this. 
 
We also know there’s a relationship between self-harm and suicide; even though they’re 
different, people who self-harm are at a higher risk of suicide. The rate of suicide is three 
to one, male to female. There are lots of issues surrounding male mental health, but we 
don’t talk about these issues further down the spectrum; we don’t talk about males that 
might self-harm, and if we don’t talk about that, then it’s hardly any wonder that we’ve 
such high ratios of male suicide. We need to do better.

I was an ambassador for self-harm and suicide across the Foyer network, which is for 
homeless young people in education. I went into a number of venues to conduct training, 
and I’d ask “Is a girl cutting herself self-harm?” People always say yes. If I asked, “A guy 
walks out of an exam and punches a wall, is that self-harm?” Everyone would say no. 
Well, it is. 

We know that males and females engage in different types of behaviour, so maybe we 
just need to ask different questions. We’ve got to start talking in accessible terminology 
to have a better understanding of these things. It’s not just a teenage girl in her bedroom, 
cutting. Self-harm can be any act of harm that you undertake in an act of distress.

interview: Lucy Manning
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What about drinking and drug use?
Under traditional diagnosis and terminology, most working definitions of self-harm don’t 
include those, or eating disorders, or risk-taking behaviour. However, we see self-harm 
sitting on a spectrum. There’s the traditional definition of self-harm, which would be any 
act of harm with or without intent to die, and then you would see other things that sit 
closely alongside it. 

At one point, I was at one end of that spectrum, and I’d like to think that now I’m at the 
opposite end of that spectrum. But we’re all free to move along it depending on what 
happens to us. I think that makes people feel vulnerable, so it’s easy to say “They’re the 
self-harmers over there.” People think of self-harm in a pigeon hole, and they say “Well, 
I haven’t done that.” But if I ask, “Who’s driven recklessly because of distress?” then 
people start to see the barriers between them and somebody falling into the traditional 
definition of self-harm closing. Part of the stigma is that people don’t want that gap to 
close. We don’t want to think of ourselves as unhealthy.

It’s part of a bigger conversation about the spectrum of mental health...
Yeah. It’s not an “us and them” thing; self-harm is a manifestation of something else, 
it’s not the problem. It’s a communication to yourself and an expression of distress, or a 
manner of coping that exists when there’s something else wrong, and if the “something 
else” wasn’t there, then it’s unlikely that the self-harm would be. Our success in this field 
is helping people with whatever motivates their distress.
 
Would you say self-harm is a symptom of poor mental health?
I would say self-harm is a symptom of other things. Whether that’s mental health 
difficulties or pervasive life problems, there’s always something else. The problem with 
this field and providing services to people that self-harm is that there is very often not 
a diagnosable accompanying mental health condition. There is distress, and if left long 
enough it will become something bigger, but in the first instance, it’s not a mental health 
condition. We have services for mental health conditions, but people that self-harm may 
not have one. We don’t have enough early-intervention work.
 
It’s like you have to get worse to get help.
Absolutely. If your self-harm is more severe, you get help faster. And then society says 
“You’re attention seeking and manipulative because your self-harm is worse.” But society 
also tells people that we’ll pay more attention if a behaviour is more severe. Go figure. 
 
It must be frustrating trying to work against a system and a structure that seems to 
be stacked against you...
I’m going grey really fast. When we set up the service, it was based on wanting to make 
a difference, but I’ve learned that to do that we have to be really strategic. We’ll always 
be there for our clients, but our mission has to be greater because they still have to go 
back into a world that might judge or fear them. It has to be our job to challenge that 
as well.
 
I’m the CEO of Harmless and The Tomorrow Project, I’m a qualified CBT [cognitive 
behavioural therapy] Psychotherapist, I’m married with three children, and I can’t get life 
insurance, mortgage insurance or travel insurance, because I self-harmed as a teenager. 
The level of stigma that’s pervasively embedded in our society needs challenging, 
because there are people with far less of a voice than me that are gonna come up against 
barriers, by virtue of the fact that they’ve asked for help when they were thirteen. 
Nobody knows, and service providers aren’t aware that that’s the implication of the 
service they provide from the minute it’s on your notes.

We tend to think of people making judgments like “You’re a nutter” as stigma, but 
actually, it’s so entwined in the systems that support our lives that we as an organisation 
have to tackle stigma on a much greater scale. And it pisses me off.
 
It can also work the other way, in that people might not access help services because 
they know it’s going to impact them later on in life.
And that’s dangerous. While there’s a time and a place for statutory provision, it needs to 
do things differently; we need to work together collaboratively, and we need to listen to 
what our service users want. 

We did a consultation with a community sample asking them where they would go if 
they were in high levels of distress or were contemplating suicide. 96% of males said 
they wouldn’t go through an NHS door. So provide them some place different; we’ve seen 
people in skate parks and pubs. Our male ratios go up in those places. So do it. It’s not 
rocket science.

You’ve spoken of having lived experience of self-harm, do you think there needs to be 
more people like yourself working towards creating a better understanding of what it 
takes to help people recover?
Yes. The Time to Change campaign has made big gains nationally, and it’s done that 
by getting positive role models to speak out. Mental health stigma has moved on 
significantly in the last five years because of it. I think it’s really important for people 
in distress to be told by people that know there is another side. Otherwise, what’s the 
point? There was a time when I didn’t see the next ten minutes let alone the next ten 
weeks, but we have to be willing to stand up and say “Hey, life can get better.”

What kind of impact do you think social media sites have had on the conversation, 
and people’s mental health in general?
Social media is a blessing and a curse. I think it’s naive to say that it’s all bad because 
it’s not; social media promotes contact that is helpful, and it promotes conversation that 
is stigma challenging. But it can also do the opposite. If you’re being bullied, you can’t 
shut the front door so the bully leaves you alone. That bully enters your world wherever 
you are. There’s no space for people who are suffering.

And there’s a direct recourse to people who are vulnerable. We know that it’s not helpful 
for groups of people who self-harm or are feeling suicidal to congregate with each 
other, and social media enables that. In the first instance, what we know is that those 
connections promote a sense of feeling like you belong or that you’re understood, but 
they don’t promote recovery, because in order to access those groups and connections, 
you need to still have the problem that brought you together. We also know that people 
are easily triggered, or their behaviour is escalated, by their exposure to others. So, “I 
self-harm because I hate myself, but they hurt themselves more than I do, so I need to 
hurt myself more to prove that I hate myself as much as I say I do.”

It’s an ugly world, but if we harness and keep up with it, then we can do some good. 
Service providers need to get up to date; a large cohort of services are provided by 
people who haven’t grown up with social media, who don’t understand the cultural 
difference social media presents to young people today. We need to be developing sound, 
technological advances to take our services to people where they will use them, and we 
need more early-intervention services. We need to get our hands dirty.

So, you’ve hit the ten-year mark, congratulations! 
We’re 50-60% self-funded through business and fundraising activities, so it’s a big deal 
that we’ve made it here. Over the last five years, especially in our local area, we’ve seen 
services close on a daily basis. We’ve cut it fine a few times this year, but we’ve just 
secured lottery funding which means our services are extending. And we’re moving to a 
dedicated building, just off of Forest Fields, that will provide all of our suicide-prevention 
activities under one roof. People will be able to come to us and know that they are 
greeted at the door by someone that understands them.

Are there any you’re particularly proud ofthat achievements from the past 
ten years?
Last year, in November, I won one of the ten Outstanding Young People awards for the 
UK – for business, enterprise and entrepreneurship – and I’ve just been selected as one of 
the top twenty internationals. So that will potentially take our work onto an international 
platform. And we’ve been shortlisted in two Positive Practices in Mental Health award 
categories: recovery and co-production, so service-user representation. That sums up 
what we’re about; we involve people in their own care, and then we help them to 
get better.

If anyone reading this is struggling with self-harm, or knows anyone who they think 
might be, what can they do?
We provide support to people that are at risk of self-harm and suicide. That’s means that 
we’re not just interested in people that are actively harming themselves, we want to stop 
it before it happens. People can have a dialogue with us at any point, and they can do 
that however they feel comfortable. Come to one of our drop-in sessions, call us, email us, 
Facebook message or tweet us. We won’t exclude people. We will do our damnedest to 
help you achieve a quality of life where you can say, “I feel alright to carry on.”

If you, or someone you know, is struggling with their mental health, you can get in touch 
with Harmless on social media, via their website or by giving them a call. If you feel you 
are unable to keep yourself or someone you know safe, call 999, or head to your local 
A&E department.

Harmless, 1 Beech Avenue, NG7 7LJ.  0115 934 9445 harmless.org.uk
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For Rory, a tipping point had been reached. A devoted chugger of booze, chuffer of fags, 
and neglecter of fitness, one day he packed it all in in pursuit of a healthier lifestyle. 
He found it through running, transforming himself into a marathon machine, and later 
becoming the UK’s leading ultra-marathon trainer before being diagnosed with Guillain-
Barre syndrome last year. Paralysed and wheelchair-bound, Rory fought back, is now in 
recovery, and just returned to Nottingham to complete his 1000th marathon ever; a far 
cry from the unfit thirty-something he was in 1994.

“I was successful in my business, but I was unhappy in my home life and the way I 
conducted myself,” Rory begins. “My second son was born in 1993 and I worked out 
that by Christmas of that year, I’d been drunk pretty much every day of his life. I got a 
particularly nasty flu, and continued to smoke like an idiot. I had an asthma attack and 
got really frightened thinking, ‘God, this is what it must be like to have lung cancer.’ On 
Boxing Day, I stubbed out my last ever cigarette.”

Over the New Year, Rory got thinking, and knew that he had to give up the after-work 
pub trips and get running if he was to sort his life out. “I stepped out of my front door, in 
the dark, in my work clothes and leather shoes. I ran 100 steps, then virtually passed out 
on the pavement,” Rory explains. “I was frightened to be so unfit at the age of 31, but it 
didn’t matter because I’d found my thing.”

Rory began to build his training up, doubling the distance to 200 steps, then 400. 
Three months later, he ran his local half marathon in a good time. “I felt euphoric,” he 
says. “It was a real Road-to-Damascus moment. 5 January 1994; that day changed my 
life forever.”

He didn’t stop there, though. Rory ran the London Marathon the year after and was fully 
bitten by the running bug, deciding to run a marathon every subsequent week, as well 
as pushing himself during longer endurance races. Starting with 33 miles from Notting-
ham to Grantham along the disused Grantham canal, he then looked for a 50-miler, a 
100-miler, and then completed the treadmill world record. “I’d never been on one. I just 
stood on it, pressed the button and knocked out 101 miles,” Rory says casually. 

“It’s like writing your own epitaph; I wanted to make my mark on the world. I’d seen all 
these famous people in the Guinness book when I was a child, and I’ve been in it myself 
now, so that was good. I’m also very lucky to have done the world’s toughest marathon, 
the Marathon des Sables, fourteen times.”

The Marathon des Sables, by the way, is a particularly gruelling six-day, 251 km ultra-
marathon through the Sahara Desert. “Put your fan oven on 200 degrees and open the 
door; that’s how hot it is. It’s probably one of the toughest things you could ever do, like 
climbing Everest or walking to the South Pole. It’s an extraordinary place to go.” But 
Rory sees it more as a vacation. “Every time I’ve been back to the Marathon des Sables, 
it’s some downtime where I’m off the internet, my clients can’t chase me, and actually, 
it’s a bit like a retreat.”

Those experiences have led Rory to coaching, and he now has a client list as long as 
your quadriceps. “Along the way, I’ve turned my passion into my job, and now coach 
other people to run. I coach people like Sir Ranulph Fiennes, Helen Skelton off Blue Peter, 
Game of Thrones people, Star Wars actors. And I ended up going to Downing Street with 
Sir Ranulph, my childhood hero. He told me many stories in the dark of the desert. Much 
better than reading books.” 

It all almost came crashing down when, after returning from the Marathon des Sables 
last year, Rory was mysteriously struck down with Guillain-Barre syndrome – an incur-
able condition whereby the body's immune system attacks part of the peripheral nervous 
system – leaving him paralysed and wheelchair-bound. “You literally become a floppy 
puppet; you can’t stand, and nothing in your body works. It kills 7% of people in two 
hours. You ask the doctors ‘Will I ever walk again?’ and nobody will say yes.” 

But Rory refused to be bowed by the condition. “It took me 21 days to learn to walk 
again, and I’ve done 22 marathons since then,” he says. “That’s just down to resilience, 
endurance, and sheer bloody-mindedness, because I didn’t want to be a victim. I’ve been 
back and done the Marathon des Sables since, and I wouldn’t say I’m better, but I know I 
can run marathons.”

Miraculously, Rory just completed his 1000th marathon, and he chose right here in Not-
tingham, at the Robin Hood Marathon, to complete this very special milestone. Speaking 
to us before the race, he reckoned it’d bring back some very special memories for him. 
“I’m looking forward to running round with my family and friends. All the things I’ve 
done, from the beginnings of being an overweight alcohol- and nicotine-addicted guy, 
everything has just been really positive. When I do the Robin Hood, it’ll remind me of the 
first time I did it back in 1995. I love it, it really is my favourite marathon. I’ve got great 
memories, I’ve done some really good times there, I did my 500th marathon there, my 
300th marathon there, and now I’m doing my 1000th.”

While not from Nottingham – actually Cardiff by way of Stratford-upon-Avon and a stint 
in Long Eaton – the city is a special place for Rory. “The marathon goes through some 
really lovely parts of the city, and I’ve had some wonderful experiences there,” he says. 

“My daughter’s running her first marathon, she’s 29 and lives in Nottingham, and my 
wife’s running with me; she’s a Great Britain marathon international, and I met her in 
the desert for the Marathon des Sables. If I hadn’t decided to go for a run that day, I’d 
have never met her.” 

So, does Rory think that anyone would be able to walk in his rather remarkable mara-
thon-running footsteps? “My thoughts are that actually, anybody is elite. Anybody can 
do anything they want to do as long as they want to do it.

“We’re all designed to run; we’re not designed to sit at desks and answer emails, it’s 
just that we’ve developed this modern-day thing of being sedentary, and it’s something 
that’s reflected everywhere. People are overweight and unfit, and hopefully, something’s 
going to make it trendy to be fit and leaner. Hopefully the government’s going to help 
people out.”

A few tips to take away as we hurtle towards the festive period, then? “I would start 
by investing one hour a day to changing your life,” Rory says. “The way I do it is I get 
people to choose three things they don’t want to do any more, and substitute them with 
three things they do want to do. I decided to give up smoking, give up drinking, clean 
up my diet, and then chose three things that I did want to do, like lose some weight, go 
for a run, or just feel better. People should go out and enjoy the outside world because it 
feels two seconds since I was twenty. Time goes so quickly. Also, people should try to 
make their mark on the world. I feel like I have. I’m a very lucky person.” 

Feel inspired? Entries for next year’s Robin Hood Marathon events have now opened.  

robinhoodhalfmarathon.co.uk 
colemancoaching.co.uk

 
 

Marathon Man
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We can all be guilty of overindulging and being less active than we should be. After all, a post-work pub trip on a sunny 
Friday afternoon sounds infinitely better than hammering away on a treadmill with the lycra-clad gang, or traipsing 
down a canal towpath while a robotic voice on an app barks sarcastic-sounding encouragement at you, doesn’t it? Well, 
not for our Rory Coleman...

 I went out of my front door, in the dark, in my 
work clothes and leather shoes. I ran 100 steps, 
then virtually passed out on the pavement



A former professional basketballer, Nottingham’s John Dabrowski knows all 
about living the dream. Overcoming everything that life has thrown at him, John 
is now embarking on another successful career as a mental resilience coach... 

A big smile welcomes me as I meet John Dabrowski. He’s 
tall, shaven, smooth of voice, and every bit the consummate 
communicator. But this wasn’t the case when he was 
growing up in Lenton. His parents came to Nottingham 
from Poland in 1945 as a result of the war, and with only 
Polish spoken at home, John struggled at primary school, 
and was laughed at when asked to speak in class.  
 
Life at Becket Grammar School for Boys wasn’t much easier. 
Ridiculed for being over six-foot tall aged just eleven, 
John was crumbling inside. This culminated in his first 
PE lesson. “It was basketball and the four captains took 
turns in picking players,” recalls John. “I was the last to be 
chosen, and the rejection left me devastated.” 

Playing truant and with his confidence shot, John’s parents 
took him to Poland to meet his six-foot-nine uncle; a 
basketballer for the Polish army team. “My uncle showed 
me the sport, lighting a fire in my belly,” says John. 
“Back in Nottingham, my mum bought me a basketball 
and I was soon focused on improving. I'm not sure how 

I managed it, but I persuaded my dad to build a 
basketball ring in our garden, which was his 

pride and joy. I was soon practising day 
and night.  
 
“Dad’s beautiful flowers soon died, the 
grass was disappearing and I smashed the 
odd window. Within weeks, I’d wiped out 
the best garden in Lenton, but my dad 
said nothing. He could see his broken 
son growing in confidence. Years later, 
not too long before he passed away, I 
led him into his garden, beautiful once 
more, where I gave him a hug and 
thanked him for his sacrifice. We both 
had tears in our eyes.” 

By the time John became first pick 
in PE lessons, he felt wanted again, 
and now had visions of himself in 
an England tracksuit. It was a long 
journey from the old Sherwood 
youth league, but John played 
for his country; most notably 
representing England in the 
1978 Commonwealth Games. 
The following year, aged 
25, John became one of the 
first British players to turn 
professional in a career that 
took him all over Europe and 
landed him a British Record. 
“I scored the most points 
in a single game,” he says. 
“98 points, a record that still 
stands. It could have been the 
perfect 100 as there were two 

points unaccounted for.” 

A win in the play-off finals at 
Wembley, live on BBC TV, was to 

be his finale, as a back injury after 
slipping on a wet floorboard meant the 

tracksuit was replaced by a business suit. 
John became the Commercial Manager at 
Sunderland, then the General Manager of 
the Manchester Giants, beginning 25 years 
in sales and advertising. Each job followed 
the same pattern, he explains. “I would 
hit my targets then begin to get bored; 
the passion I had for basketball was 
never there.” 

That passion is back now, this time for 
speaking and improving people’s lives. 
"I teach mental resilience and how to 
handle stress effectively, to help people 
perform better under pressure. I also 
specialise in techniques to build up 
people's confidence.” 

Already a qualified neuro-linguistic 
programming (NLP) practitioner, he 
used his redundancy money to found 
JD Mindcoach. But this wasn’t 
an easy transition. “I set up my 
business and it was a hard struggle 

just to get clients. I’d had a couple of failed marriages and 
was back living with my mum. I had to work as a decorator 
and hated every second, but I had bills to pay and no 
savings. I was speaking to business owners with the phone 
in one hand a paint brush in the other, and would rent an 
expensive car to show up at networking events, leaving my 
battered old Mondeo parked around the corner.”

John now applies sports psychology to the business world, 
believing that both are about motivation and goals. He 
offers an example: “Visualisation is common in professional 
sport. Jack Nicklaus never hit a golf ball without first 
seeing it fly, bounce and roll, before stopping where he 
wanted it to. In business, more and more people are 
visualising their outcomes; it provides a powerful force to 
move a person towards their goal.” 

As a mind coach, John talks to individuals and groups, as 
well as giving keynote speeches to hundreds at a time, 
where he teaches skills like reframing, focus and stress 
management. His globetrotting career has taken him to 
Gibraltar, Dubai, Switzerland and even on a two-week 
Caribbean cruise; not somewhere you might expect to hear 
a talk on mental resilience. He tells me about changing 
what’s on the inside to change the outside, and how he still 
works on keeping himself feeling really positive, coping 
with any knocks that come his way. 

How does he do it? “What you see, and what you say, 
is what you get,” says John. “The more you think about 
negative things, the more 'down' you feel. This is a cycle 
you need to stop. Think of all the things you are grateful 
for in your life and do this for one or two minutes; if you 
do need to undertake a stressful task, then make sure you 
don’t think about it again once it’s done. Stressing over 
something you have no control over will only make you ill.”

John practices relaxation techniques and spends time 
visualising images. “Every morning I look at my dream 
board.” His dream-board idea, inspired by reading Rhonda 
Byrne’s The Secret, is like a bucket list but with pictures. 
“Each vision is like a mini movie scene of something I want 
to achieve in my future and believe will happen. Once a 
dream has been realised, I remove the picture from the 
board, replacing it with a new one.” 

“After two failed marriages to strong women, I bought an 
empty picture frame and would spend time looking at it, 
trying to see a wedding image. It took a while to happen 
but I kept focusing each day on that frame until it came 
into view and eventually, my future wife appeared. A few 
days later I met her.” He proudly shows me a picture of his 
wife Julie in her wedding dress. “We’re now very happily 
married. She’s a gentle woman, just like my mum.” John 
smiles. “Currently on my dream board is The Restored 
Foundation; something I’ve set up. I have a vision of 
homeless and orphaned people in Africa receiving my help. 
I’ll be there one day. For me, true happiness is helping 
others and making them happy.” 

Affirmations are another way John keeps happy. One 
mantra he repeats each morning is, “Every day, in 
every way, I am getting better and better.” As John is 
overflowing with sayings, I ask him for his favourite. He 
pauses, then answers, “The Chinese proverb, ‘The person 
who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the person 
who is doing it’.” 

This proverb seems fitting for John as he’s now written 
a self-help book; not bad for someone that left school 
ungraded in English. “I had a book coach to help me 
with the process,” he says. “She came up with the 
structure. Each chapter has a theme, story, summary 
and action plan.” 

The book’s title, Off The Wall: How to Develop World Class 
Mental Resilience, refers to him being last pick in PE. 
He’s currently working on his second book entitled From 
Decorating to Dubai, another mix of autobiography and 
self-help. John’s sights are also set on cracking America 
where his British accent and basketball history play well. 
A ten-year visa is in place, and he aims to still be working 
when he’s eighty. He has me convinced. 

It brings to mind another of his quotes: “It’s not how you 
start, but how you finish.” 

jdmindcoach.co.uk
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SHEAfriq is a brand new collective of creative women of black heritage. We sat down with members Aïcha – DJ, 
artist and business owner – and Saziso – freelance creative producer and founder of The Anti Gallery – to talk about 
the collective’s aims, challenging stereotypes, and bringing the goods to the Nottingham populace...

interview: Lucy Manning
photo: Louise Clutterbuck

What are you hoping to achieve with the collective, SHEAfriq?
Aïcha: One major aim is to collaborate, and find a safe space with like-minded people 
to share our ideas, receive critique and seek inspiration from each other. There’ll be 
lots of positive energy, and we’re showcasing a part of our culture that doesn't tend 
to get shown, that a lot of people won’t be familiar with. We don’t just want to be 
a one-off thing that people see as exotic and different, we want to become part of 
Nottingham’s cultural and creative scene. 

How did you come up with the name?
Saziso: The naming process was an interesting one. We wanted to find a word that 
represented feminism, and us coming from the African diaspora. Aïcha came up with 
SHEAfriq, and we all thought it fit best.

What inspired you to set up the collective? 
Aïcha: I’m always travelling to London to find opportunities for my business – I make 
all-natural hair and skin products – and I’m often down in the capital doing markets, 
trade shows, and various different types of Afro-centric events. I thought, why is 
there nothing like this going on in Nottingham? There’s such a big, active black 
community and so many talented, creative individuals. Especially females. I went 
on Facebook, got everyone in a group and more or less said, “We’ve all got so much 
talent and we need to do something.” We met up and talked about what we wanted 
to get out of the collective, what the group should look like and exist as, and that’s 
how it took form.

Saziso: I jumped on the idea because, over the past couple of years since I started 
working freelance, I noticed that there’s an under-representation, first of all, of 
women in art, but there’s also a lack of representation of artists of black heritage and 
I can’t help but feel like the token black person. The under-representation is not down 
to a lack of talent among black women, but there is something systematic about the 
way different groups are represented. By providing a platform that encourages more 
black women to pursue their creative endeavours, I’m hoping we can change things.
Aïcha: Adding to that issue of tokenism, as a young woman of colour, I get people 
trying to put me in a box with my work a lot. Surrounding myself with people who’re 
in a similar situation to myself helps me get past that and be seen purely for my 
creative work, rather than for whatever else. 

Do you think there’s a lack of a platform in Nottingham for black women, or 
women in general? 
Saziso: Yes and no. There are a lot of initiatives for women in Nottingham, but I still 
feel like we get stepped on. It’s as though people look at those projects like, “Oh, 
it’s a female thing.” What I particularly like about SHEAfriq is that we’re showing 
people that “Yes, we’re female. Yes, we’re of black heritage, but we’re doing great 
things that appeal to different audiences, and we’re all really good at what we do.” 
The reason this started is because we felt marginalised or discriminated against, and 
we’re trying to overcome that.

Aïcha: I think the issue of waiting for somebody to give you a space in order to say 
what you want to say is something we want to challenge. There’ve been times when 
I’ve been asked to DJ at an event and I’ve been made to feel really uncomfortable 
because some guy’s like, “Can you dress like a soul sister?” You’re always wondering 
what someone’s motive is, and creating our own space enables us to focus 
completely on our creative output. Also, the black community is really hard to find in 
Nottingham; it’s hard to pin down outside of the church. I’m not sure of any places 
where the black community actively congregate en masse. That’s another thing that I 
was really keen to draw out; a way for the community to come together. 

Saziso: We’re showing people that being black isn’t one dimensional; we don’t all fit 
into this one box that the media often places us into. But it’s also not about erasing 
our cultural identity or being apologetic because of the colour of our skin.

Aïcha: It’s an interesting one because, at the same time, we don’t have the same 
opportunities and we face a different adversity, so it’s really important that we 
acknowledge and own that.

You mentioned that the collective wants to tackle and challenge stereotypes...
Saziso: It’s the stereotype of the black woman. When we had our first meeting, we 
had a conversation about how we’re seen. Some of the names we came up with were 

even taking the mick, playing on that idea of being the “angry black woman” or 
having an attitude, or being lazy. We’re trying to challenge those stereotypes. We’re 
people that have ambition, who want to do well and we want to show people that.

Is the group going to have a socio-political aspect to it? 
Aïcha: I think it would be impossible not to, just because of who we are as 
black females in Nottingham. It’s already written that we’re making some sort 
of statement. 

Is it frustrating that every act is made political?
Saziso: Pretty much. I mean, having your hair natural or a makeup brand catering to 
black skin tones is political by default. The struggle of being apologetic about our 
natural appearance is reflected in the artwork of some of the collective members.
Aïcha: Black women are asked to answer quite a lot. We’re expected to explain 
racism and injustice and what’s fair and not fair and why all the time. 
Saziso: And when we do explain those things, there’s always someone to come and 
tell us how we should feel; someone who hasn’t gone through that, so it is frustrating 
and it’s mentally exhausting. 

So, who’s going to be involved?
Aïcha: Ourselves, obviously. There’s Honey, a local artist and leader of the GOA 
choir; Ioney who’s a videographer, poet and a founding member of the Nottingham 
Black Archive; Daisy Godfrey, Harleighblu and Yazmin Lacey, who are all incredible 
musicians; then there’s Courtney who’s a producer at Nonsuch and she’s also a 
freelance filmmaker. We’ve also got Jendayi who is an activist and runs Chat‘Bout: a 
local organization that works with young people. There’s Eshe too, who runs a local 
vegan business and is also an activist. 
Saziso: Grace is a local poet; Bo does a lot of curatorial work in terms of events and 
community engagements; we have Cindy, a creative producer; there’s Jasmin, a 
singer-songwriter and graphic designer. And there’s so many more.

What opportunities are you hoping the collective might create for other black 
women in Nottingham?
Aïcha: We’re hoping that the collective will enable other black women to see 
themselves represented in the events we put on and the work we make, to see that 
there’s somebody speaking in the unique voice of black females in Nottingham. 
Saziso: Ongoing opportunities is one thing. What I’ve noticed, and I think it happens 
nationwide as well, is we’re only given platforms – if we’re lucky – at certain times of 
the year; be that Black History Month or International Women’s Day. But we’re hoping 
to offer year-long opportunities so it’s not a token thing. 

You’ve got your launch event at the end of this month, what can we expect? 
Saziso: It’s not just going to be the launch of the collective, but also the launch of 
our season of events, Black Future. It’s kicking off in October which is Black History 
Month, but we want to be able to focus on the future as well as the past. Then we’re 
collaborating with Nottingham Street Food Club for an African food night on Saturday 
4 November. There'll be performances, and local African businesses selling food. 

Where do you see the collective in a year's time? 
Aïcha: I hope to see lots more people involved; we’re really excited about the new 
influx of students coming to the city. 
Saziso: I want to see more creatives coming out of their shell, doing what they love 
and breaking stereotypes.

SHEAfriq are hosting the Black Future Launch Party on Friday 20 October at 
Rough Trade. 

 Being black isn’t one dimensional, we don’t 
all fit into this one box that the media often 
places us into. But it’s also not about erasing our 
cultural identity or being apologetic because of 
the colour of our skin.

sheafriq.co.uk



Nottinghamians don’t need telling that our fair city is the most cultured in Europe, but apparently some folk aren’t aware. 
We asked Dance4’s Paul Russ, chair of Nottingham’s bid to become European Capital of Culture 2023, to tell us about the 
campaign to make us European champions once again…

interview: Jared Wilson 
photo: Tom Morley

How did you get involved in the Capital of Culture 2023 bid? 
It began two years ago when I became chair of the Strategic Cultural Partnership. At that 
point, we set out to establish our shared ambitions for Nottingham and what culture’s role 
should be in supporting the development of our great home. We’ve spoken to many people 
across the city about their desires for the future of culture in Nottingham so, from that point, 
the prospect of a Nottingham 2023 bid was on the cards. 

Like many places, Nottingham has had its fair share of knocks, and austerity has hit many 
people very hard, but I believe that even in hard times people need great things to do; people 
want to be inspired and entertained and see new energy breathed into communities and 
neighbourhoods, as well in as the city centre. People of Nottingham have told us that they 
want to live in a more thriving, exciting and connected place. There’s a desire to see the 
education, employment and health prospects for future generations improve, and we were 
told as arts leaders that culture has to play its role.
 
What’s your role in the 2023 bid? 
I support the partnership and the team developing the bid. I’ve been doing lots of 
interviews, presentations and trying to meet as many people as possible in the city and 
further afield; convincing them that this is the right time for Nottingham. This opportunity is 
going to help us reinvigorate our city, inspire lives for the future, and show others what’s so 
special about this great place.

If Nottingham wins, what does that mean to the average local punter? How will it make 
their lives better? 
The European Capital of Culture is known for bringing tourism, jobs and investment into 
the awarded city. Even through the bid process we’re developing relationships across many 
communities, industries, schools; the list goes on. These relationships are bringing people 
and organisations together that have never met before, talking about how they can work 
together to achieve more, and how this competition can establish new ways of working to 
improve the lives of the local punter. 
 
This is a five-to-ten-year vision in terms of the lead-up and legacy to transform this city, 
attract investment and increase resources and jobs. When Liverpool hosted the contest 
in 2008, it attracted 9.7 million additional visits to the city; a 34% rise on the previous 
year. These visits generated an additional direct visitor spend of more than £750m across 
Liverpool, Merseyside and the wider North West region.
 
As part of the bid, we want to give everyone in Nottingham the opportunity to take part in 
a project, production or experience and nurture the next generation of creative producers 
and cultural leaders. Culture is for everyone, and winning the bid will help us to provide the 
public, and visitors, with greater opportunities to experience the arts and creative activities, 
as well as foster a greater sense of civic pride.
 
Who are we up against for the award? 
In 2023, both the UK and Hungary will host a European Capital of Culture. Belfast, Dundee, 
Leeds, Milton Keynes and Nottingham are all in the running for the UK designation. All 
really different places, with different ambitions and stories to tell, but of course, we believe 
Nottingham is the place to beat. 

How many of us have been on trips to great cities across UK and Europe and oohed and 
ahhed at their museums, their performance venues and public spaces? Well, living and 
working in Nottingham over the years and having being lucky enough to visit many other 
European cities, I find myself constantly noticing that Nottingham has a stonkingly brilliant 
cultural scene, unrivalled by many of the other cities I visit. I don’t think there’s another 
city in the race that would deny Nottingham as a contender. Also, Nottingham were once 
football champions of Europe; the city loves a competition, and we certainly feel we can be 
champions once more.
  

What are the implications of Brexit on this? Particularly as we’re up against some pro-EU 
cities, and Nottingham was a majority leave-vote city... 
This bid isn’t about membership of the EU, this is Nottingham's opportunity to demonstrate 
how it is one of the great European cities and to redefine our cultural relationship to Europe. 
We’re a place where people from all over the continent – and the world – live side by side. 
Nottingham has helped shape the world through inventions and great cultural exports. The 
designation provides us with an opportunity for the city to create a new set of European 
connections for generations to come, to enjoy and benefit from Nottingham’s welcoming and 
embracing European home for many nationalities.

What do you think makes Nottingham the perfect fit to become a Capital of Culture? 
Previous winners are places that had a sense of needing reinvigorating, places that had 
fantastic things going for them, but needed something to focus on to bring everyone 
together. I want to see a place that can work better together and, through a cultural 
programme, transform the lives of people here. We’re an ambitious place with a large, young 
population as well as diverse communities.  
 
As a city, we face many issues not unique to Nottingham, such as isolated older people, low 
education attainment and skills gaps. However, we’re a city with a culture of pioneering 
innovation and grassroots collaboration. Nottingham is the perfect canvas for a European 
Capital of Culture; it has a strong, collaborative local network of arts venues, artists, 
community-led organisations and creative businesses, ready to welcome visitors and to make 
the most of new connections so that everyone has the opportunity to thrive in the future.
 
Who are the people driving this bid for our city? 
So many people: from our city’s cultural institutions, education establishments and 
businesses that have pledged early support to the bid, through to members of the 
community that are sharing their ideas and getting behind the great bid team. This is a big 
team effort, it can’t just be one person that drives it forward, and I’m thrilled to say it isn’t.
 
What’s Nottingham’s campaign going to involve? 
It’s already begun with many events and conversations taking place across the city. Over 
the coming weeks, there’ll be stalls pitching up in all the neighbourhood markets talking 
to people about their ideas and aspirations. There’s a programme engaging young people 
through their schools that has already begun, as well as many cultural events throughout 
October that will showcase the talent in the city and the ability for us to put on great events. 
We’re also really wanting to hear ideas. If you have a great idea to support the campaign, 
feed the programme or host an event, just let us know.
 
How can the people of Nottingham get involved? 
Backing the bid is simple. You can pledge your support by signing up on the website. 
Start following the bid on social media @Nottingham2023 and become a “Cultural Lion” 
by heading to the website and telling us what you’d like to see change if Nottingham was 
European Capital of Culture. We’d love to hear from people.
 
Is there anything else you’d like to say? 
Where outside one of the major international capitals like London, New York or Paris can you 
see and take part in as much as you can in Nottingham? So many places envy what we have, 
I think it’s not only time to shout more proudly about what we have, but for us to work better 
together so everyone living and working here can begin to have a better future.
 

 This bid isn’t about membership of the EU, this 
is Nottingham’s opportunity to demonstrate how it is 
one of the great European cities and to redefine our 
cultural relationship to Europe
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As the opening warning says, Impractical Jokers is a show that contains scenes of graphic stupidity among four lifelong 
friends who compete to embarrass each other. Having just wrapped their seventh series, Joe Gatto, Sal Vulcano, Brian “Q” 
Quinn and James “Murr” Murray, a.k.a The Tenderloins, are heading to the UK for their biggest British tour to date. We caught 
up with Murr to find out what the Jokers have got in store for their British fans…

interview: Ash Carter

The show is hugely popular in the UK, is there a difference between American and 
British audiences? 
Well you guys are much, much smarter than we are. We filmed a whole episode in London 
last year and, I’ve got to tell you, you guys called us out on our bullshit the whole time. We 
couldn’t get away with anything. You’re also better looking. 
 
Spoken like a man who hasn’t spent much time in Nottingham. Has the response been 
much of a surprise? 
We were completely blown away last January when we brought over the Santiago Sent Us 
tour; we couldn’t believe the response, and how passionate the UK fans are. The show’s 
doing really well in the UK, but we haven’t toured as much here as we have in America. It’s 
been really amazing and humbling. 

The new Where’s Larry? tour is coming to Nottingham on 11 October. How does the live 
show differ from what we’re used to seeing on TV? 
It’s a stand-up comedy show where the four of us are on stage at all times. There’s a giant 
screen behind us showing footage from when we shot a bunch of hidden camera challenges 
exclusively for the live show that you can’t see anywhere else. We describe it as “our 
friendship on display” and I think it’s even funnier than the TV show. This tour has a small 
interactive element in it where we borrow an audience member’s phone, and what we do 
with it will literally bring the house down.
 

Will the wig made from Q’s hair you had to wear for the last season be making 
an appearance? 
You never know, there could be a guest-wig cameo. We just finished filming the series finale 
of series seven in America, which I guess is series thirteen here in the UK. It was the last 
time I had to wear that damned wig, thank god.
 
How much focus do you put on keeping the show fresh? 
When we finished series one, we were all wondering what we were going to do, and where 
we were going to take it next, because we’d done everything we could think of. We made a 
promise that if at any point we felt the format of the show wasn’t advancing in any way, or if 
we weren’t having fun, we’d stop. But the series that’s currently airing in the UK is probably 
the best one we’ve ever done. The punishments are huge, clever and personal; the show has 
evolved so much. 

Last series was the first time we really pushed the show into our real lives, so we didn’t 
know we were being filmed. Here’s a little spoiler: in this season coming up, something 
amazing is happening in one of our lives that isn’t real. The guy being punished has literally 
no idea. It’s going to be the greatest moment of my life when it finally comes out. 

Does that make you more cautious day-to-day about what’s actually real in your life? 
If there’s a death in my family, I do wonder if it might be fake. Our agent called me two 
months ago and said he’d got me an audition for an Adam Sandler movie, but in my head 
I’m thinking “This obviously isn’t real, they just want to fly me out to LA to make a fool of 
myself.” They’re my best friends, but I’m not going to put anything past them at this point. 
 
Is there a line you don’t cross? 
I assume death is a boundary, but anything short of killing each other is okay. When they 
threw me out of an aeroplane, that pushed a boundary; I locked myself in a bathroom for half 
an hour and wouldn’t come out because I was so afraid. But that’s the best thing about doing 

a show with your best friends, we all know each other’s limits. If I’m not sure how the other 
guys are going to take an idea I’ve had, I might call up Sal and say, “Listen, I’ve got an idea 
for Q: what if we break into his house and get rid of all his furniture?” If Sal says it’s a great 
idea, I know that that gives me permission to do it to Sal.

Is there ever an element of wanting to hold back on punishing the other jokers so when 
it’s your turn in the barrel they’re a bit softer on you? 
That’s probably a smarter way to do business, but no, we don’t think like that at all. If it’s 
Joe’s turn to get punished, we think, “Fuck Joe!” and come up with the worst possible 
punishment for him. We’re thinking of punishments constantly, because a lot of them take 
months to prepare. We had Sal thinking he was testifying in front of Homeland Security for 
such a long time before we told him it was fake, and that took a huge amount of preparation. 
 
As the show has grown in popularity, is it getting more difficult to trick the public when 
more of them know who you are? 
It is, but we try and account for that. We don’t film in certain locations anymore because it’s 
just too hard, and word spreads that we’re there through social media and stuff. The show is 
100% real, and must remain that way; if we’re not really embarrassed, it doesn’t work. So we 
try and do a lot more one-on-one challenges, or film in controlled locations like focus groups 
and waiting rooms. 
 
Has anyone ever said no to a punishment?
The skydiving one was the closest I’ve come to it. Another that was tough, that might not 
seem as bad, was when I had to take cigarettes out of people’s mouths and throw them 
away. It’s hard to explain why, but it’s such an unbelievably awkward thing to do. I try to 
be a gentleman; my mum watches the show and calls me after every episode, and I believe 
in respect and personal freedom, so it just went against my entire nature. It was the same 
with Joe when he had to go up to parents and tell them they weren’t looking after their kids 
correctly. It’s just the most uncomfortable thing to watch.
 
We just filmed a punishment with Joe that hasn’t aired yet which was a bad. It was at a big 
baseball game in America, where the star pitcher was signing baseballs and throwing them 
into the crowd. Joe had to grab as many as he could away from the kids that were trying to 
catch them; he ended up with about a dozen of them, and people were really furious. It’s hard 
to get someone like Joe because he’ll literally do anything; he has no shame whatsoever. But 
he’s genuinely a really nice guy who loves kids, so we punish him by making him go against 
his nature and crush the dreams of young children. 

Do you have any downtime from messing with each other at all? 
This really is our lives at this point. I think people can see that we’re not faking it, and that 
we truly are friends with a genuine chemistry that love and hate each other at the same time. 
When there are no cameras around, we’re exactly the same; it’s just the way we are. The 
biggest compliment we get is when people tell us we remind them of themselves and 
their friends.

I think that’s probably why the UK remake stunk, there just wasn’t a genuine sense 
of chemistry between them; they were just four comedians hired to play tricks on 
each other… 
That’s the toughest thing to repeat internationally. The four of us own the format, so we sell it 
around the world and they’ll re-cast the four of us. But in most countries, the original version 
is more popular. A group of friends that have known each other for three decades is really 
hard to come by. 

Impractical Jokers are in Nottingham for The Where’s Larry? Tour on Wednesday 11 October, 
at the Motorpoint Arena, at 8pm. 

@truTVjokers

 When they threw me out of an aeroplane, that 
pushed a boundary
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150 years ago, our city was the epicentre of a new sport known as “football”.

Herbert Kilpin was a textile worker from Mansfield Road who played in an amateur team on the 
Forest Rec called the Garibaldi Reds, and he emigrated to Italy in 1891 without wanting to leave 

his love of a kickaround behind. His mate, Tom Savage, from Derby Road, followed the same 
path with a black and white twinkle in his eye.

These two gents played important roles in the formation of AC Milan and Juventus, as we now 
know them. Without them, the careers of Maldini, Zidane, Buffon, Gullit, Kaka, Shevchenko, 

Ibrahimovic, Beckham, Del Piero, Pirlo and Baggio would have been so different.

So why have you never heard of Herbert and Tom before? Well, it’s because it’s taken another 
couple of Nottingham gents, Robert and Andy, a decade to help resurrect them…



Herbert’s Haunts

The Man With The Plan For Milan

photo: Chris Underwood
interview: Jared Wilson
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How did you first hear about Herbert? 
It was on Saturday 16 June, 2007. I know the exact date because I bought a copy of the 
Nottingham Post with its front page headline, “The Pride of AC Milan”. I was amazed 
by this story of a young lace worker from Mansfield Road who’d gone on to found one of 
the world’s most famous football clubs. I’d never thought of penning a book, but, being 
half Italian, having loved football since I could walk and having lived in Nottingham for 
nearly twenty years, I knew straight away that this was the book inside me.

When did you start writing it? How long did it take?
I started researching on the internet and scribbling down thoughts immediately, but 
it took me nine years to finish. Life just got in the way. At times, I shelved the draft for 
more than a year at a time, but I kept coming back to it, and the momentum for getting 
on and finishing came at Christmas 2015, with the realisation that I had to have it 
ready for publication in time for the centenary of his death on 22 October 2016. There’s 
nothing like an immoveable deadline to focus the mind.

The work is self-published with both English and Italian versions. How did you 
manage that?
With a little help from my friends and my brother. I tried to get publishers interested, 
but unless you’re a truly exceptional writer or at least a D-grade celebrity, it’s hard 
to get any kind of publishing deal. My brother Chris – a very talented designer based 
in New York – helped me out with my website, book design and sorted out all the 
technicalities of self-publishing. I prepared a first draft Italian translation which 
Marilena here in Nottingham worked on, and my friend Giuseppe [Milan] spent weeks 
reworking, before Chiara [Turin] and Marialaura [Rome] proofread and made last-
minute suggestions. The final version of the translation was ready about a week before 
the launch of the book in Milan. No sweat.

The book isn’t a straight biography, it’s more of a novel. Why did you go down 
that road?
Because of the lack of biographical detail, I thought the best option was to use the 
available facts as the framework for a novel set in the turbulent times he lived in. I’ve 
always been fascinated by the period of history leading to the First World War and the 
rise of fascism, which was precisely the time when Herbert was winning titles with 
Milan. Unfortunately, our current era of rising nationalism and the demonisation of 
foreigners echoes his. So, in hindsight, I’m glad I didn’t just write a biography and tried 
something a little different.

Tell us about Luigi La Rocca [pictured 
left]. How did your friendship with 
him begin?
Luigi’s name came up when I started 
searching the internet about the 
story. He’s an AC Milan historian who 
discovered Kilpin’s remains in an 
unmarked vault in a cemetery on the 
outskirts of Milan in 1998, and arranged 
for the club to transfer them to Cimitero 
Monumentale [the posh cemetery in 
the centre of Milan]. He orchestrated 
a social media campaign which led to 
Kilpin’s induction into Milan’s Hall of 
Fame in 2010. More than anyone else, he’s 
responsible for dragging Kilpin 
from obscurity.

I first made contact with Luigi in 2008, to 
find out more about his role in bringing 
the club’s forgotten founder back into the 
public consciousness. During numerous 
trips to Milan over the following years, 
he drove me all around the city – which 
was an interesting experience in itself 
– showing me all the places connected 
with Herbert.

A couple of years before I finished the book, just as I was leaving the city, Luigi gave 
me his file of papers – historic press cuttings, a copy of Kilpin’s marriage and death 
certificates, everything he’d accumulated over twenty years of painstaking research – 
and told me to keep them until I’d finished the book. I was stunned by this act of faith 
in giving these documents to me, a relative stranger.

You launched the book in Milan last year. How did people react to it?
It went very well. AC Milan arranged for a special launch of the book on 20 October 
2016, in front of the Italian media. Germano, the San Siro stadium announcer and a 
well-known Milanese actor, expertly compered the event. The club sold the book at its 
megastore, and we were given VIP passes to the home game against Juventus on the 
day of the centenary of Kilpin’s death. Milan won, for the first time in nine matches, 
against their old foe. All this – apart from the football result, obviously – was down to 
the interest the AC Milan museum director, Marco Amato, showed in the project, and 
I’m very grateful to him for his time and effort.

You’ve been making the documentary Lord of Milan with the LeftLion team over the 
last year. Any particular moments that stand out?
The four days of filming in Milan last year have to be right up there: filming in the 
penthouse suite of Milan’s most luxurious hotel and gatecrashing the opening party 
of a new mobile phone store in the suburbs of Milan just to get a glimpse of the great 
Franco Baresi, before being booted out when we were rumbled. Seriously, it’s been a 
great experience working with you fun-loving, creative types, and living my dream of 
being involved in the making of a film, in Italy of all places.

Tell us about some of the other interesting people you’ve met through this project…
Other than all the amazingly talented people at LeftLion, I’d have to say, in no 
particular order: Luther Blissett, ex-England and AC Milan footballer, is a true gent; 
Giovanni Lodetti and Daniele Massaro, ex-Italy and AC Milan players, also true gents; 
Ezio Indiani, the manager of the Prince of Savoy Hotel in Milan, who is the epitome of 
class and professionalism and who we’re all sure Ralph Fiennes used as the basis for 
his portrayal of Monsieur Gustave H in Grand Hotel Budapest. I wished I’d met Franco 
Baresi properly, but he was too quick for us, just like when he played for Milan.

Why is Herbert Kilpin’s story important in the context of modern-day football?
It’s a reality check. As the ultimate gentleman amateur who played for the love of 
the game and never for money, he is the counterpoint to the commercialism and 
sanitisation of the modern game. He travelled with his teammates by train in third class 
with his club’s supporters. The teams ate and drank together after games. Compare 
that with the modern game, when referees send off players for embracing fans after the 
scoring of a winning goal.

What’s going on in Nottingham on Sunday 22 October?
Well, I understand it will be the second day of the Robin Hood Pageant, but far more 
importantly, it will be the culmination of all our efforts – yours and Luigi’s, as well as 
mine – with our very own day of celebrations for The Lord of Milan.

First, we will have the unveiling of a heritage plaque in honour of Herbert by city 
dignitaries at 191 Mansfield Road; a property totally gutted and renovated in the last 
six months by the new owner, and now replete with a red and black shop front, in 
memory of its now-famous former resident.

Then, it’s off to The Herbert Kilpin pub for food, drink, mirth and merriment, before 
we round off proceedings in the evening with the world premiere of The Lord of Milan 
documentary by LeftLion at Broadway Cinema, attended by the glitterati of Nottingham 
and from further afield. But surely you knew that? You’re going, aren’t you?

The Lord of Milan, the debut feature film from LeftLion, is showing at Broadway Cinema 
on Sunday 22 October 2017. It is set for general release in 2018.

lordofmilan.com 

19991905

1901

The Arboretum, 1855
Herbert had his childhood kickabouts here.
Lithograph by HT Yates

The Adams Building, Stoney Street, 1855
Where Herbert worked the day job as a textile merchant.

Mansfield Road, 1895
Herbert was born and lived here until he emigrated.

The Forest Recreation Ground, 1890
Where Herbert won his first football trophy, aged thirteen, 
for the Garibaldi Reds.

Our thanks to Nottingham’s Local Studies Library for the photos.

Herbert is born 
at 191 Mansfield 
Road. One of 
fifteen children, 
the family lived 
in and ran a 
butcher’s from 
the tiny 
property. 

Herbert works 
in Nottingham’s 
thriving lace 
industry in the 
Adams building 
and plays footy on 
the Forest Rec for 
the Garibaldi Reds, 
St Andrews and 
Notts Olympic.
 

He gets an offer he 
can’t refuse and 
moves to Turin to 
work for Edoardo 
Bosio, a Swiss-
Italian. Bosio forms 
Internazionale 
Torino, one of 
Italy’s first ever 
footy clubs.

Herbert plays for 
Internazionale 
Torino in the first 
Italian Football 
Championship, 
which took place 
over a single day. 
His team loses 
against Genoa. The 
same happens the 
following year, too.

Herbert moves 
to Milan and 
sets up a football 
club with fellow 
Englishmen Samuel 
Richard Davies, 
Alfred Edwards 
(President) and 
David Allison 
(Captain). Herbert 
is player-manager.

Herbert overcomes 
his old enemy as 
Milan win their first 
ever Italian football 
championship title 
against Genoa after 
only two seasons in 
existence.

He marries Maria 
Capua, from 
Lodi. Ever the 
romantic, Herbert 
decides to spend 
his honeymoon 
travelling to
Genoa alone to 
play against a 
Swiss side.

The Italian FA ban 
foreign players. 
This causes a split 
for Milan and a 
new club, Inter-
nazionale Milano, 
is formed by the 
ex-pats. Herbert 
retires with a 
record of 23 games 
and seven goals.

Herbert dies 
aged 46, probably 
because of his 
smoking and 
drinking habits. 
He’s buried with 
little ceremony in 
an unmarked First 
World War grave 
and forgotten for 
many years.

Amateur historian, 
Luigi La Rocca, sets 
himself a mission 
to gather details on 
every player who’s 
ever played for AC 
Milan in time for the 
club’s centenary in 
1999.

As AC Milan 
celebrates its 
centenary, Luigi 
discovers Herbert’s 
grave and gets the 
club to exhume his 
remains and rebury 
him in Milan’s 
affluent Cimitero 
Monumentale.

Herbert is 
inducted into the 
special Hall of 
Fame at Cimitero 
Monumentale, 
alongside the most 
famous people 
from Milan.

Robert Nieri 
releases The Lord 
of Milan book and 
heads over to Milan 
for the celebrations 
of the hundredth 
anniversary of 
Herbert’s death. 
A pub and bus are 
named after Herbert 
in Nottingham.

AC Milan is sold 
to a Chinese 
consortium for 
£630 million. The 
film about his life 
by LeftLion, The 
Lord of Milan, 
is previewed 
to audiences in 
Nottingham 
and Italy. 

Herbert Kilpin: A Brief History

Robert Nieri is a charity lawyer by day, but he’s spent the best part of a decade researching and writing a book about 
a man called Herbert Kilpin. That and hanging out with the Milan glitterati. And us…



First and foremost, Andy Black is a Notts County supporter, but he’s also one of those people with an uncanny knack of 
making good things happen. Alongside his wife, Lisa, he was pivotal in raising over £100k for the Jimmy and Jack statue 
in Meadow Lane, which is the iceberg tip of their community endeavours. Most recently, they’ve helped to uncover a 
120-year-old secret about the man who started a friendship between Notts County and Juventus…

photo: Chris Underwood
interview: Jared Wilson

Firstly, how did you meet your trusty muse, Lisa?
It was through the eighties version of Facebook, CB radio. She was the “Koala Bear” to 
my “Puma.” She set me the challenge of finding her house by a single clue; it had a silver 
dipole antenna. Needless to say, I succeeded, and we’ve been together ever since.
 
Tell us about the Jimmy and Jack Statue Campaign...
It was started by five Notts County supporters in May 2010, who wanted to build a statue 
to commemorate Jimmy Sirrel and Jack Wheeler; the best managerial duo Notts County 
has ever seen. Lisa and I got involved in early 2011, willing to shake buckets and share 
ideas. Little did we know it would occupy the next five years of our spare time. 

How hard was it to raise the £100,000 needed to get it built?
It was a real slog. Week in, week out, we were chasing the pounds and trying to think 
of new ways to engage with people. At times, it felt like we’d never get there, but we 
had some great support from small local businesses, Sir Alex Ferguson, Nottingham City 
Council and the great Nottinghamshire public. Watching the statue being unveiled in front 
of hundreds of fans and the two men’s families in May 2016 was one of the best moments 
of my life.

Who was James Logan, and why was it important to you to get him a gravestone?
James was a Scottish international who scored a hat trick to help Notts County win the 
1894 FA Cup Final; the only time we’ve ever won it. He died of pneumonia aged 25 after 
getting wet through playing an away match. He was lost to history in an unmarked grave 
in Loughborough; myself and another Notts fan, Jimmy Willan, thought it was sad. 

We contacted the council to locate the exact plot that he was laid to rest, and found a 
local stonemason who offered to provide the headstone at cost. We had a bit of history 
with fundraising, and £1000 didn’t seem too daunting, especially when Jimmy secured the 
support of a local company who agreed to pay half. In addition to the headstone, another 
Notts fan helped to create a new road sign for James Logan Way, the road that leads to 
Loughborough FC. These two memorials were unveiled on 25 May 2016, exactly 120 years 
to the day that James passed away. It was a wrong put right by Notts fans.

Tell us about your research on the Notts County and Juventus links?
I was interested in the connection between Notts County and Juventus, and was aware 
from my visits to the Juventus Museum that there was a piece about a man called “John” 
Savage. I wanted to learn more about him and how the two clubs became connected 
through the black and white stripes. I’m friends with the husband of Herbert Kilpin’s great 
niece, a chap called Roger Stirland. He loves genealogy and I set him the task of helping 

me trace “John” Savage, but we could only locate someone called Tom Savage, who had 
two sons in Turin. We eventually realised he was the right man, and for all these years 
people had got his name wrong. From here, we managed to trace Tom’s granddaughter, 
Athalie, who’s 91, her son Alastair, who had flown in from South Africa, and her daughter, 
Anna. They knew of the story and were absolutely delighted that we were doing 
something to correct the history books.

How did Juventus react? 
They were fantastic and determined to correct the error.  We planned a trip to see them 
play Genoa on the anniversary of Tom’s death, and they invited myself and Alastair to 
join them as the guests of Andrea Agnelli [the Juventus chairman]. They broadcast the 
unveiling of the corrected name from the museum with Tom’s family present, and we 
shared the day with other Notts supporters and Italian Magpies. It was another proud day 
in our black and white history.  

Tell us about the friendships that’ve been forged between Notts County and 
Juventus fans...
The Italian Magpies is a group that was started by my friend, Giorgio Zunino; a Juventus 
fan who decided he wanted to create something to provide other Juventus supporters 
with the opportunity to share the connection we’d made. We share a passion for our 
football clubs and our connection through history. It started out as online conversations 
in 2009, and our first meeting was at the opening ceremony of the Juventus Stadium in 
September 2011. Since then, the friendships have flourished and the connections have 
grown, and we visit each other’s clubs once a year. We’ve become family. If they’re over 
here, we make sure we take them to some local landmarks and for a few drinks before and 
after the game. They do the same when we’re in Italy and help to get us tickets for the 
games, which can be hard to come by. 

Are there any more awesome community things that you do?
We’re currently trying to get a plaque on the Mercure Hotel [formerly the George Hotel] in 
George Street, to acknowledge the formation of Notts County there. We’re also planning to 
raise funds to renovate the derelict chapel in Basford cemetery, to protect the grade two 
listed building, create a community space and a little museum for our local regiments, the 
Sherwood Foresters. On a personal note, I want to add another 7,000 lights to the tree in 
my front garden to spread a little joy at Christmas. When that happens, I’ll have 14,000 
lights in total.

Find out more about the Italian Magpies in the LeftLion short film ,
 Two Hearts, One Soul available on leftlion.co.uk and YouTube.

As the new 
phenomenon of 
football sweeps 
England, Notts 
County FC are 
formed and go on to 
become the world's 
oldest football 
league club.

A man called Tom 
Savage is born in 
Derby Road, and 
later emigrates to 
Italy. Although his 
name is Tom, his 
teammates will 
know him as “John” 
and thus, so will 
everyone else for the 
next 150 years. 

Juventus FC 
are formed 
by a group 
of Turinese 
students. They 
originally play in 
pink shirts.

 

Tom Savage and 
Herbert Kilpin play 
alongside each other 
for Internazionale 

Torino.

The Juve players 
decide they want to 
change their team 
colours and our 
man, Tom Savage, 
contacts home to 
get hold of last 
season’s Notts 
County kit. 
Juventus’ iconic 
colours are decided.

Juve launch their new 
41,000-seater stadium 
and invite Notts County 
to play the opening 
game. The Juve team 
includes Gianluigi 
Buffon, Alessandro 
del Piero and Andrea 
Pirlo. The County team 
is made up of free 
transfers, but the game 
finishes 1-1. 

The “Italian Magpies” 
are formed; a group of 
Juventus fans led by 
Giorgio Zunino, who 
travel to Nottingham 
once a year to watch 
Notts County. An 
exchange trip the other 
way is set up by 
Andy Black. 

While researching, 
Andy Black realises that 
Tom has been wrongly 
named as John Savage 
for over 100 years. He 
contacts Juventus and 
Savage’s family, and a 
delegation goes over to 
correct this in the 
club museum.
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Nature of 
the Beasts

Nature of the Beasts
Instar’s Trish and Nic are two properly dedicated and focused creative clever clogs with a passion for uncovering the 
art in science and the science in art. We sat down to find out the hows and whys of what they get up to...

interview: Adrian Shaw

What inspired the creation of Instar and how did your first project, Bat, 
come about?
Nick: We’d known each other for a long time through the local art and music scene, 
but a few years ago, we discovered we also shared a passion for the natural world. 
So, over a rainy pint in London, we decided that we could get the best of all worlds 
and combine these interests by utilising art to expose the infinite beauty and wonder 
of nature. After all, isn’t art, in all its forms, just humans trying to understand and 
interpret the mind-boggling perfection of the world? Especially the natural world 
around us. Instar seemed to perfectly describe what we wanted to achieve.

Trish: We both have backgrounds in converting and reimagining spaces; the more 
broken or abandoned the better. It’s one of the reasons that the name Instar came 
about; the idea of metamorphosis, the shedding of skin to reveal the next hidden layer.

With Bat, we saw an opportunity to use an ex-stable block, which has a brown, long-
eared bat roost in its loft space, so we put in a bid to Arts Council England and got 
partnership funding with Nottingham Museums and Galleries at Wollaton Hall. Then 
we went about getting scientists and artists together, allowing them to respond to 
the space and the creature. This culminated in an interactive sound sculpture, static 
and moving images, as well as specimens, lectures and workshops. Not a traditional 
exhibition at all, just an exciting and fresh way of looking at bats, while at the same 
time pushing a big conservation message, which is the theme that guides all of 
our work.

Nick: Whether it’s an abandoned warehouse or derelict pier, these spaces sensually 
offer so much more than the conventional gallery. We curated and installed an 
exhibition called Thereby hangs a tail, which removed taxidermy from the regular 
museum setup and put it in a less conventional space.

Trish: What we realised was that the taxidermy you see in a museum is nearly always 
behind glass; a barrier that blocks your experience of the animal, a bit like if you 
see a polar bear at the zoo. Not as exciting as if you saw one walking toward you in 
Svalbard, so we removed the glass, and theatrically lit the specimens. There were ten 
in all: animals like a cassowary, puma, mandrill, even a hippopotamus skeleton, giving 
a fresh perspective, revealing the hidden things, not just a piece of art or taxidermy. 
Looking at the whole, from the environment, the colour, the written word, the space, 
the curation, and the interactivity, which is symbolic to our approach, the space 
becomes the art.

Was the museum concerned about the safety of the exhibits?
Nick: Initially, but we designed and invigilated it in such a way that there was never a 
problem and the staff there were of massive help and support.

Trish: As for the touching of specimens, we designed a taxidermy restoration area 
where the audience was encouraged to feel the fur of a sloth, or the feathers of a bird 
of paradise, or the tough, leathery back of an alligator. There was no need to police the 
space; the audience automatically knew what they could and couldn’t touch.

Appreciating its afterlife...
Trish: Exactly. It’s about honouring each animal individually and giving it new life; it’s 
one of the many themes behind our work.

In the early days of sci-art there was a great debate about whether a true sci-
art object or project had to be both science and art simultaneously. What’s your 
definition of sci-art?
Trish: What’s been great, as far as our projects have been concerned, is that artists 
discovered their science side and scientists discovered a new artistic perspective and 

process. We’re not interested in the philosophical debates; overall, fun and wonder 
rule. We absolutely love science, we absolutely love art, and we’re keen to produce and 
exhibit unconventional art in unconventional spaces. We’re interested in exploring and 
discovering, not analysing and over-describing our work. Our interests lie in a guerrilla 
approach to art.

Your work is strongly successful in this; it’s certainly much truer than others...
Nick: We identify in the fact that nature is art. We’re particularly interested in the 
natural sciences but, having said that, social sciences are involved. So that’s part of our 
thinking as well. We’re interested in how modern humans are disengaging with the 
natural world, and working out how we can reconnect with it again.

Reconnecting with nature brings us nicely to Swift Street. Can you tell me 
about that?
Trish: Swift Street is Instar’s own conservation initiative that came about through 
noticing we had a lot of swifts in our area. They’re unmissable, screaming parties 
tearing around the rooftops and chimneys; the soundtrack of summer evenings.

Nick: Amazing birds, incredible fliers. 111.6km/h in level flight, they eat, drink, sleep, 
collect nesting materials, mate and bathe all on the wing. When they leave their nest, 
they’ll fly to sub-Saharan Africa and back three times before landing again at their own 
nest site to raise their first brood. The oldest swift lived to eighteen years old, so it 
will have flown roughly four million miles in its lifetime. That’s like flying to the moon 
and back eight times, and this is all from a bird whose closest genetic relatives are the 
hummingbirds. Just astonishing, and they visit us every year for just three months.

Trish: We realised that their numbers were declining. Between 1995 and 2011, we lost 
a third. Refurbishment of residential housing and demolition of old factory buildings 
has removed nest sites, so we thought, “Let’s put some back.” We got some local 
funding and now have thirty boxes on three streets, which is brilliant, because we 
know these streets have a connection – a mini movement – with people standing out 
on the street watching swifts and communicating with each other. And we’ve noticed 
a genuine passion concerning wildlife with everyone involved.

You obviously throw yourselves into your work. It must be very draining – how do 
you relax?
Nick: Well, we mix our relaxation with work. We recently went up to Knapdale in 
Scotland to look for beavers, and to see how they go about manipulating a space 
and creating a totally new environment. They’re amazing ecological architects and 
so beneficial to so many other species. It’s one of many rewilding projects going on 
around the country. We find this a very exciting area of conservation with so many 
possibilities for sci-art.

What’s next for Instar?
Trish: Well, we’re always developing and getting excited about the next project, as 
well as the one after that. But, without wanting to give too much away, we recently 
visited an old whaling station in the Azores as well as one that is still in operation in 
Iceland. And we have just purchased our own wetsuits. We can’t say any more 
than that .

instaramusements.wordpress.com

 We absolutely love science, we absolutely 
love art, and we are keen to produce and exhibit 
unconventional art in unconventional spaces
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I run a jewellery business called Firenza, 
selling handmade, uniquely wrapped crystals. 
I’ve always loved crystals; when I was younger, 
my mum would put a little rose quartz in the 
pocket of my school blazer every day. Rose 
quartz is a crystal that’s said to emit a strong 
vibration of unconditional love, warmth and 
emotional healing, and I thought that was kind 
of beautiful, coming from my mum. 
 
My memories of crystals making me feel safe 
and loved were so strong, and I wanted to turn 
that into something more tangible. Jewellery 
seemed like a really good fit. I taught myself 
how to wrap the crystals, and people started 
saying they wanted to buy them. Firenza 

started as a hobby while I was studying for my degree, but it snowballed into a 
successful business, and now I ship stuff all over the world, with all my materials 
being locally sourced. 
 
I take orders for my work through my Instagram account and by email, which means 
I’m able to connect personally with all my customers and learn about their stories. It’s 
amazing to see Instagram posts about where my crystals end up, and it feels good to 
see people happy; it’s the most important part of the business for me.

Crystals all have different purposes, and I use my Instagram to explain what each 
one means so people are able to choose the right crystal for them. Each one takes 
a different amount of time to complete because they all require a unique touch, and 
every crystal comes with a handwritten note describing its properties. The entire 
process is therapeutic; from sourcing and wrapping the crystals, to my customers 
wearing and enjoying them. 
 
The biggest turning point for Firenza was when Tokio Myers bought one of my crystal 
necklaces and wore it on Britain’s Got Talent, which he went on to win. He’s been 
really vocal with his support for my crystals, and has been a really good friend to the 
business. Grace and Ali, Britain’s Got Talent semi-finalists, also bought my crystals, 
and the support has really helped my business take off.  
 
My future vision for the business is to produce limited-edition collections, extend my 
range, and hopefully collaborate with people I find inspirational, like Tokio Myers. I’m 
currently building a website, which I really need because I’m getting so many orders.  

@iamfirenza
iamfirenza@gmail.com

For the last ten years or so, I've built a professional 
reputation on abstract colourful design, creating 
pieces of work with an edge that don't necessarily 
appeal to the masses, but my own client base love. 
I call them “Gray Silva Abstracts”. However, the 
tattoo I’ve chosen to share is a recent piece in a 
style I like to call “Gray Silva Realish-ism”. 
 
This particular robin is made up of several images. 
Taking the most interesting details from each 
photograph, I used Procreate to edit everything 
together, to make sure the piece is unlikely to be 
seen tattooed on anyone else. 

Many of my other bird pieces have outstretched 
wings with elements of my abstract work within 
them, and there’s a little bit of that on this piece, in 
the hard lines that run down the back of the bird, 
continuing to the tail feathers.  

These “realish-ism” pieces came about when I 
noticed the growing number of realism artists 
in the tattooing world. I started to wonder how 
I could interpret the recent innovation in tattoo 
techniques, as well as improve colour pigments and 
needle configurations. It was only a matter of time 
before clients came through our doors enquiring 
about realism work, and I felt I should try and 
accommodate them in an original way. I love 
a challenge.  

Initially, I used my abstract line work and existing 
realism techniques to execute the style, but the 
extreme details in each piece quickly became 
incompatible with my need to work quick and 
loose. After a lot of experimentation with marker 

pens, oil paints and digital media, I found I could 
create pieces in a “painterly” way using oversized 
needle configurations and more of an impressionist 
style, rather than the highly detailed, time-
consuming methods of ultra-realism. 

I want my clients to get a special piece of 
custom art, rather than the usual tattoo design 
expectations. A lot of them say they love explaining 
their tattoo and the process – the brief, the artist’s 
concept, and the execution – to anyone who sees it.  
 
I love that people are realising that getting a tattoo 
can be much more than just choosing a design from 
the internet. You can now get a one-off piece of art 
directly out of the head of an artist that didn't exist 
before you met, and wouldn't exist without your 
commitment to pushing boundaries and helping 
drive our art form forwards.   
 
Rampant Ink, 6 Meadow Road, NG4 2FF. 
0115 841 7449

Art Works
Gray Silva
Robin 

Lauren Gill
Firenza
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A Boy in Front of the Loew’s 125th  
Street Movie Theater, 1976,  
Dawoud Bey, courtesy of Stephen Daiter Gallery.

A Man in a Bowler Hat, 1976/1979 
Dawoud Bey, courtesy of Stephen  
Daiter Gallery.

Kid Looking over at Camera, 1972,  
Mark Cohen, courtesy of Wilson Centre for Photography.

New York City, 1966 
Lee Friedlander, courtesy of Fraenkel 
Gallery, San Francisco and Wilson Centre 
for Photography.

Newark, NJ, 1962  
Lee Friedlander, courtesy of Fraenkel Gallery,  
San Francisco and Wilson Centre for Photography.

Mt Rushmore, South Dakota, 1969  
Lee Friedlander, courtesy of Fraenkel Gallery,  
San Francisco and Wilson Centre for Photography.

Lower West Side, Buffalo, c. 1970 
Milton Rogovin, courtesy of the Wilson Centre for Photography.



The Nottingham Contemporary is currently playing host to a new photography exhibition 
– States of America – and it’s a real thinker. Covering thirty years of American history, the 
collection introduces the audience to the realities of post-war North American society and 
leaves us reflecting on the world we live in today...

words: Emily Thursfield

When I first walked into States of America and discovered that 
the photographs spanned through the Civil Rights Movement, the 
women's liberation movement, anti-Vietnam war protests and the 
Reagan era, I was expecting to leave feeling politically charged and 
zealous. After all, documentary photography was used to support 
moves towards increased social justice during the first half of the 
twentieth century. Instead, I found an exhibition that showcases 
the true lives of American citizens during a period of dramatic social 
change, highlighting both the peace and drudgery found within 
daily life.
 
States of America is made up of nearly 250 individual photographs, 
taken from the sixties to the early nineties. Collectively, the work 
in this exhibition – including that of Diane Arbus, Mark Cohen, 
William Eggleston, Mary Ellen Mark, Milton Rogovin, Ming Smith 
and Stephen Shore – offers its audience a window into the heart of 
American society. Most of the artists use innovative approaches or 
experiment with film, whereas others just liked to photograph people. 
The overall result is a highly emotive collection that documents the 
realities and illusions of the American dream.

The collection does not follow a chronological format. Instead, 
the photographs have been split between all four galleries at the 
Contemporary, each offering a different line of enquiry. In Gallery 
1, Subject or Object questions whether the relationship between 
photographer and subject can affect the pictures created. At first 
glance, it seems that the artists who spent many years with their 
subjects managed to take the most authentic pictures. For example, 
Mary Ellen Mark’s Streetwise saw her spend five years on the streets 
of Seattle, slowly befriending a teenage sex worker and her friends. 
By gaining their trust, she was able to delve into the areas of their 
lives that were normally kept private, and create insightful images 
that respected them, rather than pitied them.

It’s Mark Cohen’s impulsive and frantic method of capturing his 
subject, however, that feels most interesting. He was known for 
being intrusive; getting up close to the subject with a wide angle 
lense and a flashgun, even in broad daylight. In many of these 
images, the subjects look startled or avoid eye contact with the 
camera completely. In others, people throw him a sidewards glance 
or even a wide smile. Either way, these images are a stark contrast 
to the posed profile shots that saturate our social media feeds today. 
What was most intriguing was the defensive reactions of many 
subjects; mothers hold their children’s hands tightly to pull them 
away, and owners bend down to shield their dogs. It appears as 
though Cohen posed a threat, and their gut reaction was to protect 
the thing they loved the most.  
 
The works of William Eggleston and Stephen Shore exhibited in 
A Changing Landscape in Gallery 2 have a lot in common. They 
were some of the first artists to use colour photography and, on the 
surface, they both seem to celebrate banal scenes and objects but, 
on closer examination, their photographs show a suspicion of the 
beginnings of mass advertising in the US. Their pictures offer the 
audience glimpses of an American society that we still recognise 
today: Coca Cola, McDonald’s, old-fashioned diners with ketchup in 
big, red bottles; all iconic American objects.

The development of mass advertising is just one phenomenon that A 
Changing Landscape deals with in its attempt to illustrate how the 
American way of life changed following World War II. Its other main 
focus is the decaying of city centres; the wealthy moving to suburbia, 
taking the shops and factories with them. This left cities with 
nothing but struggling businesses and run-down housing. 

The divide between the rich and poor seemed bigger than ever, but 
there was one place where the lines of privilege and social hierarchy 
were forced to blur. Taken in 1980 – a time of financial crisis in New 
York – Bruce Davidson’s critically acclaimed collection Subway 
brilliantly captures the mixing of people from all walks of life. His 
pictures range from shots of glamorous women in expensive clothing 
to gangs of white teenagers and big families cramped together in one 
train carriage, their differences forgotten during their daily commute.

The exhibition doesn’t deal directly with the Civil Rights Movement, 
although collections like Subway examine the changing rights of 
black people. Bruce Davidson’s work with black communities for 
East 100th Street is a valuable part of Gallery 3’s Interiors and Private 
Spaces. These photographs document the lives of black communities 
in the aftermath of the Civil Rights Movement; in particular, the 
terrible living conditions they were forced to endure. The images 
were not created out of pity; instead, they were used by the East 
Harlem housing activists to campaign for improvement. In fact, the 
whole collection contains a sense of the activism that was taking 
place during this time. A most memorable image shows a white 
woman looking startled as a black woman pulls up a chair next to her 
in a restaurant.
 

Interiors and Private Spaces is also home to what is arguably the 
most emotive collection in the exhibition. In Rich and Poor, Jim 
Goldberg photographed people in their homes with the intention of 
accurately describing life in the US. Over the eight-year series, he 
photographed both the privileged and the poor, and asked for their 
opinions on their life. One image depicts a young boy and his parents 
who appear to be living in a one-bedroom house. Their caption reads: 
“Poverty sucks, but it brings us closer together.” 

A few frames down stands an image of a lady on a balcony next to a 
telescope, holding her dog. Her caption reads: “Poorer people’s lives 
are less complicated. They do not have to worry about running such 
a big house.” The overwhelming message of this collection is clear; 
money cannot buy happiness.
 
The final section of the exhibition – Come Together, in Gallery 4 
– is filled with a positive message. From Joseph Szabo’s pictures 
of carefree teenagers, to Ming Smith’s work featuring African-
Americans in a space between the visible and invisible, the focus is 
very much on the people presented in the images, rather than the 
social context surrounding them, more so than anywhere else in 
the exhibition. 

Garry Winoman’s Women are Beautiful is an excellent series of 
photographs that celebrates contemporary, urban women throughout 
the sixties and the early-to-mid seventies. The pictures feel 
spontaneous and candid, and showcase the infamous style of the 
era: beehive hair, flared trousers, glam makeup and short skirts. But 
the collection is much more than just a highlight of the fashion at 
the time. It documents the liberation of women, capturing groups 
of women protesting for rights, holding signs that read “Stop the 
world, we want to get on.” While these photos have been criticised 
for objectifying the female body, they can also be recognised as a 
celebration of women’s freedom of dress, expression and 
sexual confidence.

The Civil Rights Movement and women’s liberation are important 
events of the past, but some of us may never have considered the 
daily life of someone living in that society; we may never consider 
what the house of a young, black couple in the sixties would look like, 
or how a woman in the seventies would dress when marching for her 
rights. States of America reminds us that behind every protest and 
movement lies real people who are fighting for their cause; people 
with names and faces we may never see in the history books. 

States of America runs at Nottingham Contemporary until Sunday 26 
November, and it’s free to view.

nottinghamcontemporary.org

The Bigger Picture 
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 These images are a stark contrast 
to the posed profile shots that saturate 
our social media feeds today



Cathode Ray Eyes
How We Lost The 21st Century
Album (Self-released)
 
You know that bit in the first Terminator film where the viewer 
is taken on a flash-forward to the nightmare world of the future, 
where machines rule and countless human skulls are crushed 
beneath the treads of their tanks? Well, this is the kind of bleak, 
industrial soundscape that the machines might play on their 
in-tank stereos. Cathode Ray Eyes is the solo project of Ryan 
DelGaudio from The Cult of Dom Keller and this is his second 
album, following on from 2015’s Eyes in the Melancholy Palm. 
Starkly beautiful, the music here is the sparse avant-garage pioneered by the likes of Pere 
Ubu and Chrome. While there aren’t a whole lot of belly laughs to be found here, and it’s 
perhaps not the kind of thing you might play on a first date, there’s a lot to love. Besides, who 
wants to date someone who doesn’t enjoy bleak, post-punk industrial noise anyway? 
Tim Sorrell

thecathoderayeyes.bandcamp.com

Amber Run
Alaska
EP (Easy Life Records)
 
The University of Nottingham-formed indie-rock band have 
decided to approach their new EP with a softer sound than 
usual. The band of four lads has been growing in popularity 
since they began in 2012, with both of their studio albums to 
date reaching the top fifty in the UK album chart. With a huge 
UK and Ireland tour this autumn, they’ve released a new set of 
acoustic songs, the follow-up to their second studio album – For 
a Moment, I Was Lost – that was released earlier this year. This 
new, stripped-back style is the perfect showcase for Amber Run’s raw talent and versatility. 
Alaska (a Maggie Rogers cover) and Higher and Higher offer a more vulnerable insight into 
the band. Listening to the EP, I’d consider it a treat if they decide to add an acoustic spot at 
their up-and-coming shows. Hannah Parker

amber-run.com
 

Eyre Llew
Atelo
Album (Self-released)

Eyre Llew are my definition of perfect 
chilled-out Sunday music. They write 
the sort of tunes that feel expansive yet 
intimate, subtle yet breathtaking in their 
range. The songs are gentle, ignoring the 
general three-minute formula of radio-
friendly hits, instead unfolding slowly 
and naturally; they’re more about the 
experience than obsessing over a catchy 
beat. The long, instrumental passages 
– notes falling in and out of themselves 
like rolling waves – create an ambient 
soundscape, with vocals and guitar 
melding together. Rather than creating a 
divide between music and lyrics, the band 
use vocals distinctly as an instrument; 
sometimes with words and sometimes 
not. The resulting vibe is slow, mournful and delicate, creating an atmosphere of wistfulness. 
Comprising twelve different tracks, including the recent singles Atelo and Havoc, the band 
have crafted an album where all the different parts beautifully come together with the overall 
result being one big atmospheric flow of music. Generally speaking, most of the songs start 
off with slow-burning, soaring high notes before slowly transforming until there’s an (almost) 
chorus, where everything meets in the middle and the vocals are introduced. With all this, 
the post-rock group have created an album that has the ability to make you feel completely 
blissed-out. Recommendable for lovers of Bon Iver, Sigur Ros or any other artist that makes 
you sad, in a thoughtful kind of way. Elizabeth O’Riordan

eyrellew.com
 

For more shows and to buy tickets: www.octoberinnottingham.co.uk

THE NOTTINGHAM GUILD OF MAGICIANS 
Monday 2 October
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:30. £15.00, £13.50 concessions.
Seeing is believing, but, with close up magical experiences, manipulation, 
mind-blowing card magic and stage illusions, the time to believe is now.

DEBRIS STEVENSON  
Wednesday 4 October  
Doors open 17:00, show starts 17:30. £6.00 (No concessions). 18+ event.
Join spoken word artist and founder of Nottingham-based Mouthy Poets for 
a combination of poetry-grime tracks on instrumentals and poems exploring 
sexuality/religion/rage/love. 

INDEEDY MUSICAL BINGO  
Wednesday 4 October  
Doors open 19:30, show starts 20:00. £15.00, £13.50 concessions. 18+ event.
Join the bingo phenomenon that’s sweeping the globe. Like normal bingo but 
with music instead of numbers and the chance to win some awesome prizes.

THE GILDED MERKIN BURLESQUE AND CABARET 
Friday 29 September & Sunday 8 October
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:30.
£18.00, £16.50 concessions. 18+ event.
Nottingham’s biggest burlesque show returns, to open and close The 
Magnificent Spiegeltent in spectacular style. 

CITY’S GOT SOUL  
Sunday 1 October
Doors open 16:00, show starts 16:30.
£20.00 in advance, £25.00 on the door. (No concessions). 18+ event.
Angelo Starr and the Team Edwin Starr Band are live in The Magnificent 
Spiegeltent for an evening of the greatest Motown and classic Northern soul hits. 

ROCKAOKE 
Thursday 5 October 
Doors open 19:00, show starts 19:45. £10.00, £8.50 concessions. 18+ event.
Live the dream and become a rock star for the night with Rockaoke, the 
ultimate live band karaoke experience.

GIN SWING 
Friday 6 October (2 sessions) 
Doors open 18:30, session starts 18:45.
Doors open 21:00, session starts 21:15.
£15.00 entry includes one free cocktail. 18+ event.
Join us for the finest gin swing in town. Sample cocktails made with 
Nottingham’s Redsmith gin and be entertained by one of the city’s finest 
jazz ensembles, Schmorgan. 

WAKE AND SHAKE - BABY & BIG KID BOP 
Saturday 7 October
Doors open 09:30, show starts 10:00. £7.50 gains entry for one adult and 
one child, additional children and adults £1.00 on the door.
Dance the morning away to the best in soul, funk, hip-hop and Rock ’n’ Roll 
with DJ.

JUST THE TONIC SATURDAY NIGHT COMEDY   
Saturday 7 October 
Doors open 19:00, show starts 20:00 
£17.00, £15.50 concessions. 18+ event.
A night of stand-up comedy starring Alistair Williams, Paul McCaffrey, Steve 
Shanyaski and guest still to be announced. 

FRIDAY 29 SEPTEMBER - SUNDAY 8 OCTOBER    OLD MARKET SQUARE

ROYAL VAUXHALL 
Tuesday 3 October
Doors 19:30, show starts 20:00. £15.00, £13.50 concessions. 
18+ event. 
£1 from every ticket sold will be donated to the Nottinghamshire Pride 2018.
After delighting audiences at the Edinburgh Fringe last year, this hilarious 
musical comedy based on a true story involving Kenny Everett, Freddie 
Mercury and Princess Di is one not to be missed!

Rather listen to the tunes on this page than read about ‘em? 
Wrap your tabs round Sound Of The Lion, our dedicated 
music podcast. If you want your own tunes reviewed and 
you’re from Notts, hit up leftlion.co.uk/sendusmusic



New Apostles
Recurring Dream
Album (Sunshine Beheaded Records)
 
Originally formed in 1980, the 
Krautrock-tinged post-punk outfit 
split up in 1998, but reformed after a 
seventeen-year hiatus. Going through 
more drummers than Spinal Tap, 
the band opted to stick to the drum 
machines they used in their early 
years, really bringing that post-punk 
vibe to the forefront. This new release, Recurring Dream, opens with 
their unashamedly dark political lyrics on The End of Everything 
and Crickley Hill, which are definitively post-punk in their delivery, 
signalling the arrival of Armageddon. Unofficial title track 22:22 
keeps things simple with its repetitive lyrics and dance rhythm. 
While tracks Ouija Girl and Down From The Stars aren’t quite 
as memorable as others, the album ends with the eight-minute 
experimental noise instrumental Pink Tangerine, which manages 
to tick every box in the alternative sub-genre library. A great 
revitalisation of a lost style. Matthew Williams

newapostles.bandcamp.com

Less Than Nothing
Hidden History
EP (Self-released)
 
Instrumental post-rock outfit Less 
Than Nothing return with their second 
EP Hidden History, which offers some 
of the band’s best material yet. Unlike 
their previous output, Hidden History 
is very much more guitar-based, 
mainly due to guitarist Jamie Criddle 
basically becoming the sole member 
of the band, pushing his musical vision to the forefront. This 
change has deepened the band’s aesthetic by embracing complex 
harmonies, electronics and more intricate arrangements. Starting 
mellow with Complete Unknown, the track Moving On feels more 
complete as a whole, flowing excellently from calm and ethereal 
to more upbeat. Considering this is post-rock, Erosion manages to 
really emphasise the “rock” with metallic and heavy riffs. The album 
closes with Low Tides, which has a slow, swaying, oceanic rhythm, 
reflecting the song’s title, before building to a euphoric ending. This 
EP will leave you wanting more. Matthew Williams

lessthannothing.bandcamp.com

The Idolins
Hunting For The Fifth
EP (Self-released)
 
Based around the songwriting 
talents of Karen Smalley, The Idolins 
– a gentle folk-pop band – have 
taken a naturalistic approach to 
writing and recording on Hunting 
For The Fifth. All voices and 
instruments are given room to 
breathe, giving the EP a warmth 
and intimacy; shut your eyes and you could be in the same room 
as the band. Readers may be familiar with the opening track, the 
gentle Seasons, when it was played by Bob Harris on his Radio 2 
show. Reach For The Sun employs some sumptuous harmonies, 
something of a band trademark and used throughout the EP, 
giving a much-needed lift to songs that can feel a bit mid-paced at 
times; although the breezy Faltered Ways picks up the pace by the 
end. That’s not to knock the songwriting; it’s clear that Smalley 
has the talents to write a song that’s comfortably at home on the 
Radio 2 playlist. Hopefully they’ll be back there soon. 
Paul Klotschkow

theidolins.com

Grey Hairs
On And Off EP
EP (Gringo Records)
 
Those with good taste who 
picked up Grey Hairs’ second 
album, Serious Business, 
released earlier this year, 
will already be aware of the 
track On And Off: a skronky 
garage rocker surfing a top of 
repetitive, fuzzed-up skeletal 
riff. It’s one of the highlights of the LP and deserves to be the 
centre of attention, but it’s the accompanying tracks on this 
name-robbing EP that really seal the deal. Capable Man was 
only previously available on a limited-edition split 7” with 
fellow noise-inks Part Chimp, while Normal Tea’s dismantling 
of Sausage goes so far down the rabbit hole that it has a 
whole new sense of reality. Out of the three cover versions 
available, it’s the two Roky Erickson songs that prove to be 
the real delight, with the other being a blast through Black 
Flag’s Wasted. Grey Hairs bring genuine joy and warmth to 
Erickson’s haunted soul music. Paul Klotschkow

greyhairs.bandcamp.com

Giant Head
Wiz Mode
EP (Self-released)

The musician behind Giant 
Head has been making music 
under various guises for a 
while, but that still couldn’t 
prepare me for this. It’s fair to 
say that it’s not for listeners of 
a certain disposition. Imagine 
if you had a hundred different 
tabs open in your browser and within each of those tabs you 
had a different song playing; this is as close you’ll get to the 
disorientating barrage of sounds that Giant Head spews 
out on this debut EP. A sort of inverted hip hop music for 
the generation that can’t sit down for five minutes without 
feeling the urge to glance at phone screens. Fidgety beats 
ping and boing as the vocals – a sort of robotically delivered 
beat poetry; part spoken word, part rap – are submerged 
under the pick ‘n’ mix of samples. Wiz Mode is both an 
absurd and challenging listen. Paul Klotschkow

realgianthead.bandcamp.com
 

Foule
Large EP
EP (Self-released)
 
The trio behind Foule are 
bringing indie music down a 
notch, feeling most at home 
within the alternative genre. 
And it’s not half working. Each 
song begins in a chilled-out 
manner, drawing you in with 
lengthy intros before kicking 
in to the second half with fervour, clearly demonstrating 
the band’s all-round capability. Opening track, Untitled, is 
somewhat minimal, using repeated lyrics until the playful 
instrumentation welcomes the vocals back with open arms. 
The close and considered relationship between lyrics and 
melody is a real credit to the band throughout the album, 
and both are delicately balanced so they each get their 
moment in the spotlight. It’s I’m In, that takes centre stage 
on the collection, and is the most intelligent and repeatable 
of tracks. Both relaxed and immersive, it’s easy to lose 
yourself to this one. Jade Moore

foule.bandcamp.com

When The Sun Hits – The Last Light
You could be forgiven for thinking 
that the former members of Six By 
Seven had formed a Slowdive tribute 
band, and even though this is an 
original, they sort of have…
 
I Am Lono – Hold

The newly expanded four-
piece make tragic 

operatic post-punk. 
You can hear the 
tears through 
the music.
 

Jah Digga ft Nartz & 2Tone – My G
Nottingham’s finest get a touch of 
dancehall in their step as they fling 
about some tight rhymes.
 
Death Party UK – Witching Spell
Hammer horror rockabilly offering 
high camp entertainment just in time 
for Halloween.
 
Indiana – Bad Luck
Comeback single from the electronic 
pop chart botherer finds her in 
a “supernatural state of mind”. 
Hopefully her long-awaited second 
album isn’t too far behind.
 

Young T & Bugsey – 4X4
The Stormzy faves treat our tab 
holes to yet another hook-heavy 
production, with a video that 
features most of Nottingham.
 
Shelter Point – Slow Air
Melancholic duo return with this 
woozy, hypnagogic late-night 
comedown.
 
Sergic – Need You Now
An unashamed, furiously dirty 
dancefloor bass wobbler from 
the Class-A Notts producer. 

The newly expanded four-
piece make tragic 

operatic post-punk. 
You can hear the 
tears through 
the music.



interview: LP Mills 

With over thirty novels under his belt, author and self-confessed “professional geek”, Gav Thorpe is one of the better-
known names in modern fantasy writing. With his novel Warbeast winning the David Gemmel Legend award for best 
fantasy story earlier this year, we popped round for a chat about his work with the Warhammer franchise...

First off, could you tell us a bit about Warbeast?
Warbeast is the eighth book in the Realmgate Wars series, which is part of the new 
Age of Sigmar setting of Warhammer stories. The narrative follows this age-old battle 
against the forces of chaos, but in a very different world to what Games Workshop fans 
might be used to. By the time the story starts, the bad guys have won, but we’re now 
starting to see people fighting back as they try to get hold of these portals 
called “realmgates.”  
 
That’s where the title character, Arkas Warbeast, comes in; he’s the commander of 
an immortal army who was plucked from his previous existence as a failing king and 
transformed into a huge, armoured soldier. He receives help from another commander, 
Theuderis Silverhand, who is the exact opposite of Arkas. Where Arkas was struggling 
with defeat before the story, Silverhand was at the height of his power, creating this 
real tension between the two characters. That’s the basic setup, but in essence, the 
story is a buddy-cop movie, focusing on the dynamic between the two main characters. 

Can you tell us a bit about your writing process? How much research do you 
normally do before writing a novel?
Usually quite a lot. Warhammer has a very specific timeline and you have to work 
within the parameters of that universe, so it’s important to be aware of the story 
you’re writing. I’ve been a fan of Warhammer World and 40K since I was ten, and I’ve 
worked with the design team here for fourteen years, so when it comes to a lot of the 
stories from the old setting, I was lucky enough to have been steeped in the expanded 
Warhammer universe.  
 
The Age of Sigmar setting, however, is completely new, so I had to almost relearn 
it from scratch, which meant a lot of time delving into backstories. A big challenge 
with my research – apart from remembering which characters used which weapons 
and the like – was getting the new feel of Sigmar right. It’s slightly more cosmic and 
strange with a very particular style, and one of the things I needed to work out was 
how to establish the limitations of the landscape and story. For this story, I felt it was 
important to scale everything up; the battles were more about the fate of the world 
than one or two cities. 

As for the writing process, it really does vary. I have longer deadlines for novels than 
I do gamebooks, so I may go through five or six rewrites of various intensities before 
getting something I’m happy with. Especially with Warhammer, a lot of what I’m 
writing is being developed for the game itself elsewhere, so minor details may end up 
changing right up until the final draft. 

How was the transition from traditional Warhammer to Age of Sigmar?
It took a while to settle into it, but I think I’m getting there now. It was a bit strange at 
first; as I’ve said, I’ve been entrenched in this world since I was a child, so it was weird 
being just as much of a newbie as everyone else. When it first started, everyone was 
very strict about what could and couldn’t be done, but once we’d got over the hurdle of 
it not being the old Warhammer, we found ourselves able to embrace what was there 
while coming up with new interpretations on classic themes.  
 

Because the story begins with this great re-conquest, you’ve got carte blanche as a 
writer to find new factions and stories to explore. Over time, it’s really come into its 
own and the fans are really starting to get behind it, which is a huge relief. There’s a 
lot of freedom in Sigmar, which is exciting in itself, and it will be interesting to see how 
the world continues to develop. 

How have you remained so prolific throughout your career?
Well, I write full time, which helps. There’s a big difference between writing from 
nine till five and trying to squirrel away bits of writing around other jobs and 
responsibilities. Luckily I’m quite fast when it comes to writing anyway; once I’ve got a 
plan ready, I’ll write the story around that basic framework and do a big edit once I’ve 
got the first draft down. That first draft is always a complete mess, and it’s only after a 
heavy redraft that it starts to look a bit more like a decent story.  
 
I also used to work as a lead writer for Warhammer’s White Dwarf magazine, which is 
much more of a journalistic working method. With journalism, it doesn’t matter if you 
end up working through the night; a deadline’s a deadline, and you have to stick to it. I 
try to apply that same ethic to my story-writing. I suppose the intensity of working for 
Warhammer – where deadlines are strict and come around fairly quickly – allows me to 
hone my skills and prevents me from getting hung up on my writing.  
 
I’ve become very good at pushing past writer’s block, usually by taking a step back 
and mulling it over for a bit longer before jumping back in. Realistically though, there’s 
nothing like an impending deadline and a looming mortgage payment to motivate you 
to finish something. 

How did you get into the career of writing for Games Workshop?
I’d been a gamer for years before I ever put pen to paper. My older cousin got me into 
Dungeons and Dragons and other tabletop RPGs, and it’s always been something 
I’ve been interested in. Originally I wanted to be an illustrator, but my drawings of 
monsters and warriors never really took off, and I couldn’t face another five years in 
education, so I decided to settle on writing and creating these worlds instead.  
 
In the end, I typed up some of the ideas I’d had for stories on my mum’s old electric 
typewriter, put a little pack together, and sent it off to a designer working at Games 
Workshop, applying for a job. In the cover letter, I even put that I wouldn’t mind 
emptying the bins and making cups of tea. Thankfully, they were expanding their 
studios and were looking for an assistant games designer. That’s how I ended up with 
the role. 

Do you have any advice for our readers who might want to get into writing?
There’s so much cliched advice out there when it comes to writing – “read as well as 
write”, “write what you know”, that kind of stuff – but my one piece of advice is to just 
finish something. I normally find that if I can’t finish something it’s because I haven’t 
planned the story properly, so I need to go back and think it through a bit more.  
 
Some writers are able to write by the seat of their pants, but I’d say most people are 
better when they’ve planned the story out ahead of time. Starting with the end and 
working backwards is a good trick that I always recommend. Also, make sure someone 
actually sees the work. Finally, feel free to ignore any writing advice that isn’t helpful to 
you. Every writer is different. 

Gav’s award-winning novel Warbeast can be purchased at all major retailers.

gavthorpe.co.uk
 

 There’s nothing like an impending deadline 
and a looming mortgage payment to motivate you 
to finish something.





Jon McGregor is a novelist who describes himself as “Britain’s second-best short story writer.” He’s lived in 
Nottingham for over ten years, and in that time, he’s written four novels, one short-story collection, fifteen radio plays, 
and lived on a narrowboat. This month, we caught up with Jon for a chat over some falafel in a Moroccan restaurant... 

interview: LP Mills 
 

First thing’s first, would you like to tell us a bit about your new book Reservoir 13? 
Right, well the book came out in April and I’ve been working on it for about seven or 
eight years, altogether. It originally started life as a short story that centred around a 
young girl going missing from a Derbyshire village. I say that, but the story was really 
about the search party, and focusing on the characters and their backstories as they 
search for this girl. Then, as often happens, the ideas behind the short story ended up 
rattling around my brain and eventually filtered into the full novel. 
 
The novel is the same sort of premise; focusing on the missing girl at the start of the 
book, but pulls away quite quickly and instead, focuses on the community. These 
sorts of stories usually end with a dead body and I wanted to avoid that. I was more 
interested in the village and what happens in the aftermath of something terrible like 
a missing child. In a sense, the disappearance of the girl is an excuse to talk about 
community. The girl’s family are not local, so there’s no real sort of personal grief on the 
part of the villagers. 
 
The book takes place over thirteen lunar years, with each year having thirteen calendar 
months, so it becomes this very measured look at how these kinds of stories develop, 
while also allowing me to explore how time passes in the wake of tragedy. The village 
has no choice but to move on over the next thirteen years, but for the girl’s family, time 
essentially stands still.  
 

The number thirteen is a recurring theme throughout the novel. How did that 
come about? 
Honestly, there’s not a very solid reason for it. When I wrote the initial short story, the 
girl who goes missing was five, which has a very clear outcome; unfortunately, when 
a five-year-old goes missing, it’s because something terrible has happened. With the 
novel, I decided to make the girl thirteen, which opens up a realm of possibilities; as a 
teenager, it’s entirely possible that she chose to run away, or was spending time with 
her friends. It sort of spiralled from there, with the thirteen years of thirteen months 
forming the timeframe. More than anything, I found it useful to have a very clear-cut 
narrative framework that I could impose the story onto.  
 
What inspired the decision to set the story in Derbyshire? 
My interest in Derbyshire is of someone who walks and cycles there a lot, so my 
experience is very much that of an outsider. I was very conscious of that as I was 
writing, but I had some flexibility in that this story is a work of fiction, set in a fictional 
village with a fictional cast of characters. That gave me a lot of freedom when it came to 
writing the dynamics of the characters; making the girl’s family “outsiders” meant that 
the story could focus on the second-hand nature of the tragedy, something that’s still 
extraordinary and haunting, but impersonal.  
 
Is community something you’re interested in exploring with your writing? 
I don’t know why community keeps cropping up, but it does. There’s something quite 
attractive about it from a storytelling point of view; I’m intrigued by human 

relationships, especially the less obvious ones that tend not to be talked about. We’re all 
influenced by others in very subtle and unexplored ways, and I like to discuss that in 
my work. 
 
My first novel, If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things, was very much about that, with 
a group of characters all living on the same street and not really knowing one another, 
but still having a level of influence on each other’s lives. I think that’s a very real part of 
modern British life, but it definitely comes in different variations.  
 
Reservoir 13 is kind of the opposite of that closed-off community relationship, looking 
instead at a group of villagers who are very much aware of one another; they know each 
other’s names, lifestyles and business, but the interesting stuff comes out of what they 
don’t know about each other. Despite being this very tight community, the villagers are 
still able to be surprised by one another. There’s this very claustrophobic sense of being 
watched in small communities and I really wanted to address that in the novel.  
 
Your first book was written while you were living on a narrowboat on the Trent. Do 
you think your time on the boat affected your writing at all? 
Probably not, to be honest. I had a fairly clear sense of what I wanted the novel to be 
before I started living on the boat, so it didn’t really play into the themes of my writing. 
Most of my first novel came from my time at university, where I was living this very 
isolated life in a much larger community. A lot of the ideas for characters and their 
interactions came from things I saw in this community, and the premise of people living 
disconnected lives despite being side-by-side just felt like something I was seeing in my 
day-to-day life.  
 
I will say that living on the narrowboat helped my novel writing in that it was an 
incredibly cheap way to live for those few years. I was able to work a few evening shifts 
at a restaurant and still have enough time to write, which makes such a big difference 
when compared to working full-time and trying to write whenever the opportunity 
arises. I knew that I wanted to write a novel, and I knew that I wanted to just get it 
done, so my decision to work those evening shifts at a restaurant was a very deliberate 
one. If I’d worked in an office job or in any sort of role that involves extensive talking to 
people, it would have really eaten into my time and energy.  
 
You recently won the Impact award, for which you received £100,000 as your prize; a 
far-cry from your days on the narrowboat. What was that like?  
It was great; it felt like a real affirmation. It’s a really interesting award as the longlist is 
selected by libraries from all over the world, and then an international panel of judges 
decides on the winner. I thought it was a long shot for me to be selected for the shortlist, 
and the book that won the award, Even the Dogs, felt like one of those stories you either 
love or hate. Receiving the award was really exciting and affirming. Also, £100,000 is a 
shitload of money. 
 
Are you working on any new projects? 
I’ve just finished a series of stories for Radio 4 which will be aired around the beginning 
of October. There are fifteen short stories that will be released every Sunday for fifteen 
weeks, and they act as a sort of prequel to Reservoir 13. It’s a very different experience 
from novel writing; the narrative has to be much cleaner and self-contained, and I was 
working to a much tighter deadline than the seven years I spent on Reservoir 13.

Jon’s latest novel can be purchased from all major book retailers.
@jon_mcgregor

photo: Ashley Bird

 I’m intrigued by human relationships, 
especially the relationships that are less obvious 
and tend not to be talked about.
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Dr. Kevin Harvey is an Assistant Professor in Sociolinguistics over at the University of Nottingham. Alongside a 
group of his students, he’s been reading poetry with dementia sufferers in care homes across Nottingham, with 
some astounding results...

Committed to Memory

words: Gav Squires 
illustration: Kirsty Black

Over the last two years, Kevin Harvey has been going into various care homes 
in and around Nottingham and reading poetry out loud to the people there. The 
feedback has been positive, with Kevin describing reports of “a difference in 
people’s well-being, their moods and their cognitive capacities through engaging 
with poems.” 
 
Why do these sessions work? “Poetry, in particular, works in various ways,” 
explains Kevin. “I think one of the key things is sharing the experience of reading 
simultaneously within a group.”  
 
There’s something to be said for the use of poems, rather than prose, too. “The 
texture that lodges in the mind can activate parts of the brain which other forms 
of text maybe can’t. Poems are things that people reach for in difficult times. They 
might not necessarily admit that, but I think there’s something healing and urgent 
about poems, especially in desperate times,” Kevin states.
 
Each of Kevin’s sessions last between forty minutes and an hour, include between 
eight and ten poems, and can “also segue into a little bit of a sing-song as well, if 
people are in the right frame of mind.” In this type of shared reading event, people 
come together in a designated place and they have an aesthetic, social and 
therapeutic experience.  
 
The social aspect is hugely important here, and there’s an 
emphasis on how crucial meaningful activities can be in 
helping preserve someone’s personhood. The shared 
reading can be a fantastic opportunity for those in the 
care homes to spend time interacting with each 
other. Kevin describes there being “something very 
wonderful and intimate about the actual reading 
aloud of the poem, people hearing it together 
and then responding to it. Enjoyment is the 
watchword here.”
 
Dementia is often associated with the loss of 
the self, but shared reading can help bring 
that self back to the fore. “Moods, attitudes, 
and memories come flooding back,” says 
Kevin. “People are re-animated and, 
momentarily, are themselves again. This 
mood can subsist for a period of time. 
So, it seems – to put it crudely – that the 
brain is hardwired, like it is for music, for 
metrical designs, and even the ravages 
of dementia can't destroy that area of the 
brain. That kind of mnemonic feature of 
poetry and nursery rhyme continues 
to exist.” 
 
Participants often have particularly 
strong reactions to poems, including 
a woman who, upon hearing Silver by 
Walter de la Mare, comes to life. “When 
she hears that poem, she takes over and 
reads it with such delight and relish, it’s 
like she’s back in her early twenties. She’s 
word perfect and people applaud when 
she has finished. It’s very moving, and an 
astonishing thing to witness.” 

It seems that poems people are already 
familiar with receive the best reaction, 
especially in cases where the poems were 
once learned by heart, at school, for example. 
One of the poems Kevin often uses is 
Wordsworth’s Daffodils, and although he’s read 

it aloud many times, he always finds a new level of meaning from the people 
listening. “They often join in and start reciting it as well. I just step back and let 
them carry on.  
 
“When you’re doing this, what happens is that the dementia disappears, and the 
person comes to the fore,” explains Kevin. “This is a social activity, and it can often 
trigger memories. You have some astonishing narratives told by people when they 
hear a poem about their experiences when they were younger. I wonder, if they had 
not heard that poem, whether that memory would have remained hidden.” 

The safety net of success found with more well-known poems hasn’t stopped 
Kevin from experimenting with newer works. “One person I 

work with is well versed in poetry, and I like to introduce 
him to new poems. As I read, he follows and then reads 

aloud himself,” Kevin tells me about a gentleman with 
advanced dementia. “What’s interesting is that when 
I introduce him to a poem he’s not familiar with, he’s 

still able to maintain an awareness of the timbre 
and, if you like, melody of the words. He’s not 

reading in an analytical voice; there’s a real 
nuance and understanding. It’s that poetic 

mood that’s survived, even with poems 
that I’m convinced he’s never seen 
before.” To top it off, Kevin says he’s 
become more lucid and conversational 
around the poems, too.

The next steps for this project are 
all about expansion. Kevin now has 
a number of students in the School 
of English that go out into care 

homes and read to patients. “When 
the students first go in and spend 
time with the folks there, they can 
start to talk about things they haven’t 

really talked about before,” adds Kevin. 
“There was one gentleman who had 

suffered a stroke and didn’t say much at 
all. After a while, he started to regain his 

language, and started to interact more with 
the students. The staff were astonished.”
 
The inter-generational mix is a valuable 
experience for the students too, who get a 
lot out of meeting the residents and learning 
about their stories. “It’s just a matter of 
getting them together”, concludes Kevin. 
“There are so many opportunities, and ideally, 
I would like it to become more extensive 
because people get so much value out of it.”
  
Kevin and his team of students are 
undertaking some fascinating research, and 
it seems, as Andrew Motion once said, we 
really are “hard-wired to rhyme and rhythm.” 

 The brain is hardwired, like it is for music, 
for metrical designs, and even the ravages of 
dementia can’t destroy that area of the brain. 
That kind of mnemonic feature of poetry and 
nursery rhyme continues to exist.
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Free-From Fighter
Sugar-free cakes? Surely that’s missing the point of the glory of sweet and indulgent 
baked goods? Not for Chamiah Goulbourne of SweetVibes, who’s not only created a range 
of sweets free from refined sugars, but has also managed to make them vegan and, most 
importantly, bleddy delicious.
After graduating from university with a degree in English 
Literature and Journalism, Chamiah changed direction and took 
on various care jobs until she found they just weren’t satisfying 
her any more. A brief four-month stint teaching in Austria later, 
she returned to another care job, but quickly decided enough was 
enough and quit. With nothing else lined up, she decided to take 
the plunge straight into baking, something she’d always loved. 
Within a few weeks, SweetVibes emerged onto the scene. 

The plan was to start slowly, but people were already hungry for 
these vegan treats, and soon after Chamiah posted her baking 
photos on Instagram, local Bingham cafe Folks and Fables got in 
touch to ask to stock the SweetVibes range. It’s not hard to see 
why their fancy was caught; Chamiah’s Instagram is brimming 
with baked delights just begging to be tried, as well as snaps 
of fresh, local produce she uses in her cakes. Her first stall at 
the monthly vegan market in Sneinton followed, and now she 
regularly sells out of her goods.

When asked how she decided to become vegan, Chamiah says it 
was “kind of a long string of events.” The cost of food in Austria, 
particularly meat, prompted her to eat differently, and she found 
that she didn’t miss meat after she returned to the UK. From that 
point, it seemed as though everything was leading her 
to veganism. 

She began to experience what seemed like allergic reactions 
when she ate non-vegan foods: “My face would be like this big 
balloon in the morning,” Chamiah laughs. When she was younger, 
she’d been advised to cut refined sugars and dairy from her diet 
during allergic flare-ups, so she made the changes, and the next 
logical step was veganism. She’d already begun to research the 
impact of eating meat on the environment and animal welfare, 
finding that the problem with animal products is “the negative 
impact it has on your karmic energy,” she says. “I just didn’t want 
to support that industry anymore.”

At the moment, Chamiah works out of her mother’s kitchen, but 
with more and more hungry customers demanding baked treats, 
she’d like to find a larger space to fill with her cakes. Eventually, 

the plan is to expand into pop-ups around the city, and to possibly 
create a static location. 

The core belief of the SweetVibes brand is conscious eating; 
food should nurture the body and mind. Chamiah points to 
how addictive refined sugars can be, and how they give an 
artificial high that quickly fades. Instead, Chamiah uses naturally 
occurring sugars such as maple and agave syrup, as well as her 
“secret” ingredient: dates. If you’re not a fan of the fruit by itself, 
rest assured you’d never guess they were there but, sweet and 
sticky, they add lushness wherever they’re included.

Nurturing the spirit is also an important part of the SweetVibes 
attitude, so Chamiah hopes to offer classes and workshops in 
Buddhism and Reiki as well as an array of sweet goodies, and 
create a co-op where body, mind and spirit are well fed.

Chatting about cakes is hungry work, so when Chamiah 
generously handed over a box of goodies for me to try, I was full 
of thanks (and later, cake). Filled with a variety of flavours, the 
box looked extremely tempting, and the contents barely lasted an 
evening after family descended on them. Two cake doughnuts – 
raspberry and almond, and peanut butter and chocolate – were 
grabbed and shared immediately. A similar fate met the decadent 
banoffee slice, which is extra smooth and creamy with a bit of 
a kick.

As someone who often longs for a Jaffa Cake, I was thrilled by the 
SweetVibes Jaffa-inspired brownie. Dark, rich chocolate fudginess 
overlaid with a sweet orange jelly makes for the perfect match, 
and definitely lives up to the promise of Jaffa goodness. The 
highlight, though, is the apple crumble cake; something others 
obviously agree with me on, as it’s one of SweetVibes’ most 
popular creations, and Chamiah’s personal favourite. 

The gloriously fluffy sponge cake is studded throughout with juicy 
apple pieces that provide a hint of crunch, and it’s all topped with 
a mix of silky custard and custard crumbles. Do yoursen a favour, 
and fetch a couple of these beauties at the next vegan market in 
Sneinton. You’ll not regret it.

@sweetvibes_baker
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Nottingham’s food scene is pretty awesome. There’s tons of eateries to treat yourself to something naughty, but where 
do you go if you fancy something on the lighter side of life? Well, look no further, Notts. We’ve rounded up three of the 
best healthy fast food joints the city has to offer...

This brand new eaterie is the latest venture from the guys 
behind Suede Bar. Making their first appearance on the 
foodie scene up at the Nottingham Street Food Club in 
Victoria Centre, they’ve now moved to a gaff in Derby Road.

Clean Cut Kitchen had been recommended to me by a few 
friends, so I decided it was high time to check it out. We 
popped along to their pop-up at Street Food Club, ahead 
of their relocation. Their menu is impressive and certainly 
healthy; they’re averse to using refined sugar or frying any of 
their food. And, if you’re tracking calories, Clean Cut labels 
its menu with estimates of carbs, calories and grams of 
protein, so you need guess no more.

There are three main options on the menu: wraps, protein 
boxes and sweet potato waffle burgers. And if you’re 
hankering after something a bit sweeter, there’s the Crispy 
Clean baked donut (£1.80) to see you right. A pal and I 

decided to go for a protein box (£7.50 each), which are made 
up in three steps. We were able to pick from either chicken, 
halloumi or beetroot and chickpea falafel, then a base salad 
of couscous, giant couscous, brown rice or green pea pasta. 
To top ‘em off, we could choose as much veg as we liked and 
a sauce of our choice.
 
I had the beetroot and chickpea falafel with brown rice and 
a salad of spinach and mangetout, while my friend had 
chicken on giant couscous with broccoli. We were in awe 
when a group of girls joined our bench with their sweet 
potato waffle burgers (£6.50). They looked incredible.

Clean Cut Kitchen stands out from the crowd, and we can’t 
wait to visit them in their new home. 

Clean Cut Kitchen, 21-23 Derby Road, NG1 5AA
                                                 facebook.com/cleancutkitchen

My second healthy eating choice took me to Beeston, to 
the wonderful Food Bar, on High Road. This place has got 
heaps of character; the walls are bright green, and if you 
can tear your eyes away from the menu, the decor is a right 
treat. There isn’t a great deal of seating but, if you can, stick 
around for the chat cos the staff are lovely and get everyone 
talking. Most importantly, if you want guilt-free munch, this 
is where it’s at.

The first thing that caught my eye were the salad boxes 
(£3.50): jerk chicken and mint yogurt, grilled halloumi and 
mango, smoked salmon and wasabi mayonnaise, feta and 
homemade piccalilli, tuscan bean and tortilla, teriyaki steak 
or teriyaki tofu. For a base of the salad box, you can choose 
from quinoa, couscous or giant couscous. I chose my adored 
and most-beloved squeaky cheese (halloumi) with couscous 
and vegetables. Tucking in to this made my Friday. You can 

have all these options in a less healthy baguette, too. 
Food Bar also make jaw-dropping homemade burgers. Their 
Cajun chicken burger (£4.50) with homemade ketchup 
looks like something to die for, but there’s also a vegetarian 
halloumi burger, and a field mushroom option for vegans. 
Everyone’s covered.

If you’re an early bird, you can pay ‘em a visit for a breakfast 
box (£5) that can include three-filling omelettes; lean, grilled 
full Englishes; yoghurt and granola; or you can help yourself 
to porridge and honey with mixed fruit (£3). They’ve also 
got a cracking smoothie range (£3.50) that you can top with 
matcha or protein powders for an extra quid  if you’re 
bulking up.

Food Bar, 98 High Road, Beeston, NG9 2LF
thefoodbar.com

Sweet toothed and health conscious? Look no further. For 
Goodness Bake in Sherwood have got you covered. The 
somewhat-secret venue can be found tucked away at the 
back of the gift shop and gallery, A Room Full of Butterflies, 
which is also well worth the trip up Mansfield Road. If you 
mosey on through the shop, you’ll arrive at the holy grail of 
healthy cakes.

For Goodness Bake launched in June, and has been a 
massive success already. The cafe uses natural sugars like 
agave and coconut sugar, which are well-known healthy 
alternatives to the processed, refined sugars that make up 
your typical sweet treats. A little sign in the bakery told me 
that the sugars in these cakes have low GI, and this lessens 
the spike in blood sugar levels. Good to know. The cakes 
are also dairy free, and use almond and soya milk 
as alternatives.

If cake isn’t your thing, you need not fret, cos the cafe serves 
brunch and lunch, too. My companion, who is not so much 

a cake fanatic as I am, happily tucked into a sourdough 
sandwich of smashed avocado and hummus with a beetroot 
salad (£4.50). Very nice indeed.
I, however, emerged victorious in the battle of food choices 
with an amazing piece of millionaire’s shortbread. I’m 
still dreaming about it. My treat was accompanied by a 
cappuccino, which I tried for the first time with almond milk. 
I was instantly converted. 

We were bowled over by the choices on offer: from Victoria 
sponge to orange and almond cake, chocolate cake to 
Bakewell tart, banana flapjack and a tea loaf.

What charmed me most about For Goodness Bake is not the 
location, or the art on the walls, but the folk that dine there. 
It’s a family-friendly place for sure, and a great community 
space with some exciting upcoming events.

For Goodness Bake, 632 Mansfield Road, NG5 2GA

Clean Cut Kitchen

Food Bar

For Goodness Bake

facebook.com/fgbakenotts

words: Mary Dansie

NOSHINGHAM
HEALTHY EATING SPESH
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(Toton Lane/Hucknall Line)

lakesidearts.org.uk

Image: Roger Mayne, Boy playing conkers, Addison Place (N.Kensington), 1957 
© The Roger Mayne Archive Courtesy of Bernard Quaritch Ltd.

AN ARTS AND MUSIC FESTIVAL FOR
NOTTINGHAM’S YOUNGER GENERATION
AND THEIR ADULTS

8TH OCTOBER 2017
12PM - 7PM

GIGANTIC.COM
YOUNGHUSTLERS.CO.UK

PICK OF THE MONTH



PICK OF THE MONTH

Get weekly updates of Nottingham events at leftlion.co.uk/newsletter

Speigeltent
Old Market Square

Mayhem Film Festival
Broadway Cinema

FRI
29 SEP

MON
2 OCT

FRI
27 OCT

THURS
12 OCT

SUN
8 OCT

SAT
7 OCT

SUN
15 OCT

SUN
8 OCT

FRI
6 OCT
7.30pm

SAT
21 OCT 

SUN
15 OCT

3pm

THURS
2 NOV

Playground
Nottingham Playhouse

Oxjam Festival
Nottingham City Centre

Nottingham Philharmonic Orchestra 
Albert Hall Nottingham

Murder Mystery Event
The Embankment

October in Nottingham can only mean one thing: it’s about to get bleddy busy. Festivals 
are popping up left right and centre, and this year the tenth month of the year is set to 
be extra fabulous with the return of the magnificent Speigeltent. The mirrored walls of 
the most magical, moveable venue are set to hold performances from the likes of The 
Gilded Merkin Burlesque and Cabaret – only the best in the biz, don’t you know – plus, 
there’ll be appearances from Kenny Everett, Freddie Mercury and Princess Di. Well, sort 
of; Royal Vauxhall – the comedy-musical that brings three of the shiniest stars together 
for one night only – arrives on Tuesday 3 October. There’s loads cracking off for the 
kids, too, including yoga for toddlers, and music courtesy of Johnny and the Raindrops, 
Bebop’s Pre-school Music, Wake and Shake Baby and Big Kid Bop. If yer poss is empty, 
there’s plenty of free events to be gerrin’ on with, including an afternoon concert from 
the Nottingham Youth Orchestra String Quartet. The poetic grime queen that is Debris 
Stevenson will be doing her thing on Friday 6 October, and you can get your calm on in 
a zen meditation and mindfulness session with David “Mokuren” Slater on Tuesday 3 
October. If you need more convincing – bleddy hell, you aren’t half hard to please – £1 
from the sale of every ticket is gonna be popped in the Nottingham Pride 2018 piggy 
bank, so that next year’s party will be bigger and better than ever. Whizzer. Check the 
October in Nottingham website for information on times, dates and prices.

Joining the October festival force is the fairly frightening film festival that sees even 
the sturdiest of souls quaking in their boots. That’s right, folks. Mayhem Film Festival is 
back, and bleddy hell is it with a bang; this is their thirteenth edition. Ayup. You can bet 
your bottom quids that they’re going all-out to celebrate their special anniversary with 
a total of seventeen screenings spanning the four-day event. Kicking things off on the 
Thursday is a very special screening of the 2017 hit, Double Date, starring The Television 
Workshop’s very own Georgia Groome and Michael Socha, and a 3D screening of Friday 
the 13th Part III is scheduled at the very fitting time of 10pm on Friday 13 October. If 
you’ve been goosing at the dinosaurs down at Wollo Park, make sure you get down 
to the live reading of the unmade Hammer production, Zeplins vs Pterodactyls, that 
promises to provide you with a truly one-of-a-kind “screenless cinema” experience on 
Sunday 15 October. And that’s not all, kids. There’s a screening of Habit: a film that 
involves a young man who works in a massage parlour – oi oi – and finds something 
mysterious going off in room nine. Wanna know more? Well, you’ll be able to ask the 
director, Simeon Halligan, all about it, cos he’ll be doing a post-screening Q&A. This 
year also sees a special screening of Dario Argento’s Suspiria, restored in all its original 
glory, especially for the film’s fortieth anniversary. Buy your full festival pass for £75, or 
bag individual day tickets ranging from £11 - £31.

Nottingham Playhouse have gorra right royal treat in 
store for you lot, with a pick ‘n’ mix bag of performances 
from a handpicked selection of some of the finest theatre 
companies in Notts. With eleven separate shows to choose 
from, all inspired by our beloved Hoodtown, you’ll find 
something that tickles your pickle for sure. Laugh your vag 
off with Major Labia on Friday 6 October as they bring you 
Vulva La Revolution; a comedic rundown of Nottingham’s 
most wicked women. Local lass, Sophie Ellerby, brings 
you Guts – the story of a young, up and coming boxer – on 
Wednesday 4, and on Thursday 5, LaPelle’s Factory are 
bringing their Edinburgh Fringe hit, The Black Cat, to a 
home crowd. There’s loads more cracking off throughout the 
week, so make sure you check out the Playhouse website 
for more information. Main events are priced at £11, while 
“Curtain Raisers” are free to attend, just show up.

There’s all sorts going off down by that there river, so 
broaden your horizons, tek a wander out of the city 
centre, and hit up The Embankment for a pint and a spot 
of murder. Brought to you by Paul Richards, Death of a 
Soul Man is the murder mystery event to end ‘em all. On 
arrival, you’ll be treated to a free drink to warm you up 
nicely, before settling into a hot buffet, cos it’s just not a 
party without a spread, is it duck? As you feast, a cast 
full of the usual suspects will bring Cluedo to life in a 
fully scripted murder mystery to boss them all. You’ll be 
able to order drinks directly to your table as you pop your 
Poirot on to solve the case, although you might wanna 
slow down on the whiskies cos you’ll need to keep your 
wits about you. Audience participation is expected… 
£25 per person, includes food and arrival drink. Special 
discount for tables of ten.

We bleddy love the Hockley Hustle. And each year, as it grows, 
so does our fondness for it. For one day and one day only, 
the venues of Hockley are filled with non-stop music, poetry 
and performances, and the cobbles are laden with parades, 
silent discos and sax-offs. It’s bleddy brilliant. This year, the 
puppet masters are launching the very first Young Hustlers 
branch of the festival, so Nottingham’s youth can get down 
alongside their adults. Nottingham Contemporary sees family 
rave specialists Big Fish Little Fish taking over The Space, and 
the NVA is inundated with activities for the kids, including a 
songwriting workshop with recent BBC Proms performer, Rob 
Green. Make sure you check out our LeftLion stage over at 
Broadway, and catch headliners, The Invisible Orchestra, for 
a very special performance in Screen 2. Plus, you can mosey 
on down to Market Square for exclusive performances in the 
Spiegeltent. And don’t forget, all this is in the name of charity. 
Book tickets. Now. Early bird tickets from £11, family 
tickets available.

Another one of Nottingham’s glorious charity music 
festivals, Oxjam, is gearing up to take over our city for a 
day’s worth of music and all-round super-fun times. This 
multi-venue music festival is hoping to raise more than 
£3000 for good ol’ Oxfam with five hours of cracking live 
music for you to get stuck into. Pop along to Spanky Van 
Dykes for some indie rock ‘n’ roll, or head to The Orange Tree 
to get the ultimate chill vibes from their acoustic sessions. 
With the lineup including Notts legends like Babe Punch, 
Ryan Farmer, Short Weekends, Vega Bay, Super Furniture 
and more, there’ll be a little something for everyone. All 
proceeds from the day go towards fighting poverty and 
improving the lives of the world’s poorest people, so sling 
‘em a few pennies wouldja? See you there. Free event.

This one’s a corker for those of you with a taste for 
classical music. The Nottingham Philharmonic Orchestra 
are kicking off their musical season with a right Sunday 
afternoon delight. Conducted by Mark Heron, the 
orchestra features two finalists from the BBC’s 2016 
Young Musician of the Year awards, Ben Goldscheider 
and Callum Smart, who’ll both be knocking out some 
cracking solos. Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5, Strauss’ 
Horn Concerto No. 2 and Nielson’s Symphony No. 5 are 
all on the playlist, and our Callum will be playing the 
Korngold Violin Concerto, for your listening pleasure. It’s 
a lovely excuse to get dressed up all fancy, sip on a glass 
of wine, and do summat different with your Sunday. Make 
a day of it and pop to for a Sunday dinner afterwards; 
nowt better than a yorkshire pud after an afternoon of 
finery, innit? Tickets from £15, concessions available. 

This is the big one, kids. The one we’ve all been waiting for. 
The monster madness that’ll see your goriest get-ups paraded 
about the town for an entire week’s worth of wickedness; 
witches and werewolves as standard. Get down to Rescue 
Rooms on the Friday for the first night of ghoulish goodness, 
and head back to Stealth on the Saturday for A Nightmare on 
Goldsmith Street. All five rooms will be kitted out in the finest 
Halloween decor, and you’re promised a world-class surprise 
headline band to get stuck into. Midnight on Monday will see 
Rescue Room’s regular Acoustic Rooms night give way to a 
Halloween horror film, and on the Tuesday, you can throw 
it way back to the eighties with the return of the Stranger 
Things-inspired night, Strangest Things. Wednesday’s 
quiz and karaoke will have a special halloween theme, and 
Thursday’s Club Tropicana will be a “Dead Island” special. 
Now, to find an outfit... Times and entry prices vary.
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Hockley Hustle
Hockley Venues

Halloween Week 
Rescue Rooms
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SUNDAY 1 OCT 
 
♫ The Jesus and  
Mary Chain 
Rock City  
£27.50, 7pm  
 
♫ Cosmic American 
presents...Chris Pureka 
The Maze  
£12, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  Three Billy Goats Gruff 
& Other Furry Tails 
Djanogly Theatre  
£8, 1pm 
 
👪 Furry Animal Drop-in 
Workshop 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 12pm  
 
♫ Johnny and the 
Raindrops: Gig for  
cool kids! 
The Polish Club  
£4 - £13, 3pm  
 
👒  Lou Lou’s Nottingham 
Vintage Fair 
The Albert Hall  
£2, 10am  
 
♫ The Beanbag Music Club 
presents The Uke Box 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£20, 10.30am  
 
🎥   Canaletto and the  
Art of Venice 
Savoy Cinema  
£9 - £11, 2.15pm  
 
 
 
 
 
 

MONDAY 2 OCT 
 
📖 Words for Wellbeing 
with Sam Gray 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
£25 - £35, 10.30am  
 
🎭  Mrs Brewster Moves 
House 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£7.50 - £7.50, 1pm  
 
🎭  The Nottingham Guild 
of Magicians 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£13.50 - £15, 7pm  
 
♫ Texas 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£28.50 - £49.50  
 
♫ Andy Mckee 
The Glee Club  
£19.50  
 
 
TUESDAY 3 OCT 
 
♫ The Kentucky 
Headhunters 
Rescue Rooms  
£19, 6.30pm  
 
🏫 Understanding 
Mesozoic Plants and 
Ecosystems 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm 
 
♫ The Yoruba Women 
Choir 
Djanogly Theatre  
£10 - £17.50, 7.30pm   
 
♫ Ari Eisinger 
Bonington Theatre  
£10 - £12, 7.30pm  

TUESDAY 3 OCT 
 
🎥  Doug Scott Lecture - 
Crawling Down the Ogre 
Broadway Cinema  
£20, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  The War On Terry 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£11, 7.45pm  
 
💪  Sunrise Morning Yoga 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
Free, 7am  
 
👪 Yoga Tots 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£8 - £10, 9.45am   
 
💪  Being Now, Zen 
Meditation and 
Mindfulness 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
Free, 12.45pm  
 
🎭  Royal Vauxhall 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£13.50 - £15, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  ROH: Royal Opera 2017-
2018 Season - La Boheme 
Savoy Cinema  
£11 - £13.50, 7.15pm  
 
♫ Beverly Knight 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£19.50 - £99, 7.30pm  
 
😂  Abandoman 
The Glee Club  
£11  

♫ Lagerstein + Red Rum 
+ Sellsword 
The Maze  
£10, 8pm  
 

WEDNESDAY 4 OCT 
 
♫ The Alarm 
Rescue Rooms  
£22.50, 7.30pm  
 
📣 Roger Mayne: The 
Realist Position 
The Djanogly Art Gallery  
Free, 6pm  
 
🎥  Rebel Without a Cause  
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary  
£5, 6pm  
 
🎭  GUTS 
Nottingham Playhouse  
Free - £11, 7.45pm  
 
🎤 Debris Stevenson 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£6, 5.30pm  
 
♫ Indeedy Musical Bingo 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£13.50 - £15, 7.30pm  
 
♫ The Pretenders 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£35 - £45, 7.30pm  
 
😂  Simon Day 
The Glee Club  
£20  
 
♫ Phattfoxx + Tahoe + 
The Gold 
The Maze  
£4, 7.30pm  
 
🍴 Street Food Club 
Student Lock In  
Mimm Clothing Shop  
Free, 6pm  
 
 

THURSDAY 5 OCT 
 
♫ Sam Brookes 
The Bodega  
£8, 7pm  
 
🎭  Izindava 
Djanogly Theatre  
£12 - £16, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  The Black Cat 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£11, 7.45pm  
 
♫ Singing Workshop 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£6, 10.30am  
 
♫ Rockaoke 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£8.50 - £10, 7pm  
 
🎭  Hamlet Encore 
Savoy Cinema  
£11 - £13.50, 7pm  
 
📖 Stuart Cosgrove  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 6pm  
 
😂  Lee Nelson 
The Glee Club  
£20  
 
♫ Frederico Colli 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£10 - £18, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Big Boy Bloater &  
The Limits 
The Maze  
£11, 8pm  
 
🎥  The New 8-Bit Heroes 
National Videogame Arcade  
£7.23 - £9.50, 8pm  
 
 

FRIDAY 6 OCT 
 
♫ Papa Roach 
Rock City  
£32.50, 6.30pm  
 
🎭  Kathy Lette’s Girls 
Night Out 
Djanogly Theatre  
£12 - £16, 7.30pm  
 
🍴 Murder Mystery Night  
The Embankment  
£25  
 
♫ The Haggis Horns +  
Fat Digester 
The Maze  
£9, 8.30pm  
 
🎭  Vulva La Revolution 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£11  
 
🎭  All My Sons 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£8 - £32, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Gas Panic! + Docta D 
The Southbank Bar  
Free, 5pm  
 
♫ Bebops Pre-School 
Music 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£6, 9.45am  
 
👣 Gin Swing  
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£15, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Movement Presents: 
Prok & Fitch 
The Market Bar  
£9 - £15, 9pm  
 
 
 

Framework Charity Night 

Summer’s gone, it’s gerrin’ colder, and it’ll soon be dark by four. For those of us 
with a sofa to sink into and a warm fire to curl up in front of, this isn’t a problem. 
But for the homeless and vulnerably-housed community in Nottingham, winter is 
a particularly dangerous time to be on the streets. 
 
That’s where our lot at Framework come in. They’re putting on a very special 
charity fundraiser to help them in their work to prevent homelessness, over at 
the Glee Club. With funny-boned folk including Paul F Taylor, Bethany Black and 
Bobby Mair set to have you giggling the evening away, it’s not one to be missed. 
 
The best bit? Every single penny from ticket sales will go to Framework to fund 
the work they do in Notts and the East Midlands. You get a laugh, and they get 
the cash to help those who really need it in these coming months and beyond. It’s 
a win-win.  
 
Get down to The Glee Club on Tuesday 10 October to support Framework’s 
comedy fundraiser. Tickets are £15.

glee.co.uk/special-events

Roxy Ball Room 

We’ve gorra a crackin’ bar scene here in Notts. There’s a boozer to suit everyone, 
but there’s still room for new places to come along and get us tipsy.

Roxy Ball Room is a swanky new venue that promises to bring a new concept to 
Notts nightlife. Inspired by the games culture in London bars, you’ll be able to 
raise your red cup to a night of next-level gaming.

The Hockley venue will be chock-a-block with ping pong, pool and bespoke beer 
pong tables for you and your mates to go crazy. Whether you’re popping in for a 
quick hit after work or planning a night-long championship battle with all your 
pals, it promises a proper lively atmosphere.  

Having already set up camp in Leeds, Manchester, Liverpool and Huddersfield, 
this new Hoodtown haunt will be the sixth opening in five years for the Yorkshire-
born brothers who dreamed this place up in 2013, and this will be their first bar in 
the Midlands.

Roxy Ball Room will opening its doors on Thursday 12 October above Mojo on 
Thurland Street. Head over to their Facebook page to get stuck into a competition 
that could see you winning a £300 bar tab. 

facebook.com/roxyballroomnottingham 
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SATURDAY 7 OCT 

♫ Subtone Society 006 
Resident Special 
The Alley Cafe  
Free, 9pm  

♫ Pop All-Dayer 
The Maze  
£20, 2pm  

♫ Forgotten Remain + 
Dog Tired + Morti Viventi 
+ Dychosis 
The Chameleon Cafe Bar  
£5, 8pm   

🎨  Traditional Chinese 
Calligraphy and Painting  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£3 - £5, 1pm   

🎭  The Sherwood  
Foresters of 1916 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 7.30pm  

🎭  Celluloid Souls 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£11, 7.45pm  

👒  The Magnificent  
Tea Dance 
The Nottingham Spiegeltent  
£13.50 - £15, 12.30pm  

🎭  Rip It Up 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£19.50 - £75, 7.30pm  

😂  Tim Fitzhigham + 
 Geoff Norcott 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
Nottingham  
£16 - £23, 7pm 

 

SUNDAY 8 OCT 
 

♫ Hockley Hustle 2017 
Various Venues  
£7.50, 2pm  
 
♫ All Them Witches 
Rescue Rooms  
£10, 7.30pm  
 
🎨  Introduction to 
Decorated Slipware 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£40 - £50, 10am   
 
♫ Fierro Piano Quintet 
Bonington Theatre  
£10 - £12, 2.30pm   
 
🎥 ROH: Royal Opera 2017-
2018 Season - La Boheme 
Savoy Cinema  
£11 - £13.50, 2pm  
 
♫ Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip 
+ Mr Ford & Mr Gibbs 
The Maze  
£11.21, 8pm  

MONDAY 9 OCT 
 
♫ Thy Art Is Murder 
The Rescue Rooms  
£14, 7pm  
 
♫ Neck Deep 
Rock City  
£19.50, 7pm  
 
♫ Flyte  
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
🎥  Dreadlocks Story (PG) 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 7.30pm   
  
 

 
MONDAY 9 OCT 

♫ Tom McRae 
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£19.50, 8pm  
 
📣  Modern Slavery, with 
Kevin Bales 
Five Leaves Bookshop  
£3, 7pm  
 
🎥 Loving Vincent  
Savoy Cinema  
£4.75 - £6.50, 7pm  
 
😂  Paul Chowdhry 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£20, 8pm  
 
TUESDAY 10 OCT 
 
😂  Comedy Fundraiser: 
Framework 
The Glee Club  
£15, 6.45pm  
 
♫ Strange Bones 
The Bodega  
£8, 7pm  
 
🏫 The World’s Most 
Accurate Dinosaur 
Reconstruction 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm   
 
📖 Man Booker Prize 
2017 Shortlisted Authors 
Evening 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 7.30pm  
 
📣  Speak Out! for World 
Mental Health Day 
The Maze  
7.30pm 

 
 
 

 
WEDNESDAY 11 OCT 
 
📖   Beeston Tales with 
Ursula Holden Gill 
The White Lion, Beeston  
£5 - £6, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Loyle Carner 
Rescue Rooms  
£17.50, 7pm  
 
🍺 Robin Hood Beer And 
Cider Festival 
Nottingham Castle  
£10 - £20, 11am  
 
🎭  Xanthe Gresham’s Bag 
of Wonders 
White Lion  
£5 - £6, 7.30pm   
 
🎥  In the Heat of the Night  
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary  
£5, 6pm  
 
♫ Sarah Jane Scouten 
The Running Horse  
£8.50 - £10, 7.30pm  
 
♫ October Drift 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
📖 The Last Vicereine 
novel, with Rhiannon 
Jenkins Tsang 
Five Leaves Bookshop  
Free, 7pm  
 
🎭  RSC: Coriolanus 
Savoy Cinema  
£11 - £13.50, 7pm  
 
♫ The Australian Pink 
Floyd Show 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£29.50 - £39.50, 7.30pm  
 
♫ This Feeling Alive 
The Glee Club  
£10  
 
🎤 Crosswords  
The Malt Cross  
£2, 7.30pm  
 
😂  Impractical Jokers 
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham  
£33.60 - £61.60, 8pm  
 
THURSDAY 12 OCT 
 
♫ Superfood 
The Bodega  
£10, 7pm  
 
♫ Inglorious 
Rescue Rooms  
£12.50, 6.30pm  
 
📖 Juliet Kelly: Spellbound 
Stories 
Bonington Theatre  
£5 - £12, 8pm   
 
👣  Lucy Suggate: Future 
Dancer Summit 
Dance4  
Free, 3pm - 5pm  
 
👪 Work Well Workshops by 
the WWP 
Tiger Boe  
£15, 6pm   
 
🎭  Robin Ince: Pragmatic 
Insanity 
Djanogly Theatre  
£12 - £16, 7.30pm  
 
📖 Republishing James 
Prior’s Forest Folk 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm   

 
THURSDAY 12 OCT 

 
🎨  Osmosis UK 
Backlit  
£2, 6.30pm   
 
😂  Katherine Ryan -  
Glitter Room 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£17.50, 8pm  
 
♫ Sisteray + Lighthouse + 
Brown Lion Zoo 
The Maze  
£6.96 - £11.21, 7pm  
 
FRIDAY 13 OCT 
 
♫ W.A.S.P. 
Rock City  
£22.50, 6.30pm  
 
😂  Rob Brydon: I Am 
Standing Up 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£32.50, 7pm  
 
♫ In Hearts Wake 
Rescue Rooms  
£10, 6.30pm  
 
♫ SBC Magic Hour 
The Southbank Bar - 
Nottingham City  
Free, 5pm   
 
♫ Fan Club Presents:  
Diet Cig Live  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
£7.50 - £8.25, 7pm  

🎨  Sounds Like Her 
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 6pm   
 
👪 Kingdom Business 
Nottingham - Monthly 
Networking Meeting 
The Malt Cross  
£6, 7.30am  
 
😂  John Bishop 
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham  
£28 - £44.24, 8pm  
 
SATURDAY 14 OCT 
 
😂  John Hegley: Peace, 
Love & Potatoes 
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£11 - £13, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Gearing Up Tour 2017 
The Bodega  
£12, 7pm  
 
♫ JP Cooper 
Rock City  
£16.50, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Oxjam Beeston  
Takeover 2017 
Beeston Town Centre  
£8 - £10, 6pm 
 
♫ Oxjam Operatic Arias 
Beeston Parish Church  
£7.50 - £10, 6.30pm   
 
♫ Jehst 
Rescue Rooms  
£12, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Roots Reggae Night 
The Maze  
£10, 9pm  
 
🎨  The Big Draw: Draw 
Your Own Willow  
Pattern Story 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 11.30am   
 
 

 
SATURDAY 14 OCT 
 
📖 Creating Short Stories 
Waterstones  
£115 - £120, 1pm   
 
♫ The Most Ugly Child 
The Running Horse  
Free, 8.30pm   
 
♫ Stiff Kittens 
The Bodega  
Free, 10pm  
 
🎨  Silver Saturday 
Focus Gallery  
£80, 10.30am   
 
😂  Karen Bayley + Liam 
Withnail + Barry Dodds 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
Nottingham  
£16 - £23, 7pm  
 
🎨  Gallery Tour with 
Christine Eyene 
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 1pm   
 
SUNDAY 15 OCT 
 
♫ Baby In Vain 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
🎭  The Three Musketeers 
Djanogly Theatre  
£8, 12.30pm   
 
🎭  Drama Workshop for 
The Three Musketeers 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 2pm   
 
♫ Shannon McNally 
The Running Horse  
£10, 7.30pm   
 
♫ Nottingham 
Philharmonic Orchestra  
The Albert Hall  
£11, 3pm  
 
♫ An Evening with  
Tommy Saville 
The Federation Club  
£8, 7.15pm  
 
♫ SUBt: Joe Egan + 
Lee Allatson & Andrew 
Woodhead 
Plates  
£5 - £20, 5pm   
 
👪 Activity Day 
St Anns Allotments Visitor 
Centre  
Free, 11am  
 
♫ The Young’uns 
The Glee Club  
£15  

♫ Sub-T (Leftfield  
Jazz Night) 
The Malt Cross  
£5 - £20, 5pm  
 
MONDAY 16 OCT 
 
♫ Lethal Bizzle 
Rock City  
£18.50, 6pm  
 
♫ Frank Iero and The 
Patience 
Rescue Rooms  
£17, 7pm  
 
♫ Sløtface 
The Bodega  
£7.70, 7pm  
 
♫ Luca Stricagnoli 
The Glee Club  
£12.50  
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TUESDAY 17 OCT
 

 
♫ Dizzee Rascal 
Rock City  
£25, 7pm  
 
🎭  Austentatious: The 
Improvised Jane  
Austen Novel 
Djanogly Theatre  
£11 - £15, 7.30pm  
 
🎨 Introduction to  
Copper Embossing with 
Dawn Feeney 
Curious? Nottingham  
£38, 1pm 
 
♫ Pale Waves 
The Bodega  
£6, 7pm  
 
📖 Black Tudors, with 
Miranda Kaufmann 
Five Leaves Bookshop  
£3, 7pm   
 
🎭  Carmen 
Savoy Cinema  
£9 - £11, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Priests + Thick Syrup + 
Slumb Party 
The Maze  
£8, 8pm  
 
WEDNESDAY 18 OCT 
 
📖  The Eskies 
The Bodega  
£10, 7pm  
 
📖  Roddy Woomble 
Rescue Rooms  
£15, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  Peatbog Faeries 
Djanogly Theatre  
£10 - £20, 7.30pm  
 
🎥 Midnight Cowboy  
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
£5, 6pm  
 
♫ Dave Arcari +  
Benjamin Bassford 
The Running Horse  
7.30pm   
 
📖 The Book of Dust 
Midnight Launch 
Waterstones  
Free, 11pm  
 
🎭  Peatbog Faeries  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£10 - £20, 7.30pm  
 
THURSDAY 19 OCT 
 
♫ Tom Robinson Band 
Rescue Rooms  
£20, 6.30pm  
 
♫ The Coronas 
The Bodega  
£12.50, 7pm  
 
♫ Arcane Roots 
Rock City  
£13, 6.30pm  
 
🎭  Opera National De Paris 
- Don Carlos 
Savoy Cinema  
£9 - £11, 4.45pm  
 
♫ Telemann and Handel: 
Friends For Life 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£10 - £18, 7.30pm  
 
🔧  Parkour Workshop Day 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£10, 10am   
 
 

FRIDAY 20 OCT  
♫ The Flatliners 
The Bodega  
£10, 7pm  
 
♫ SHEAfriq: Black Future 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm  
 
♫ The Pigeon Detectives  
Rock City  
£8, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Mega Dog Soundsystem 
The I Club  
£8, 10pm  
 
👣 Seeta Patel 
Dance4  
Free, 10.30am  
 
🎭  Indian Steam 
Djanogly Theatre  
£9, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Iguana Death Cult / 
Brunch / Grey Hairs  
JT Soar  
£5, 8pm 
 
♫ NitroVille + Vendetta + 
Evyltyde 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn  
8pm - 11pm  
 
🎭  Physical Theatre Killed 
the Radio Star 
Waterstones  
£7, 7pm  
 
😂  Luisa Omielan - Am I 
Right Ladies? 
The Belgrave Rooms  
£14, 6.45pm  
 
🎭  Paranormal 
Investigations 
Brewhouse Yard  
£55, 7pm  
 
♫ Squeeze 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£32.50 - £47.50, 7.30pm  
 
🎭  Band From County Hell 
+ David Rovics + Calum 
Baird + Paul Carbuncle 
The Maze  
£8, 8pm  
 
SATURDAY 21 OCT 
 
♫ Gaz Brookfield 
The Maze  
£8, 7pm  
 
♫ Public Service 
Broadcasting 
Rock City  
£24, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Ohasis + Kings of Lyon  
Rescue Rooms  
£12, 6.30pm  
 
🎨 Trinket Treasures 
Brooch Crafternoon 
Debbie Bryan  
£30, 11am   
 
♫ Colin Curtis & Jonathan - 
Back Together Again 
Saltbox Bar  
£10 - £12, 9pm  
 
🎨 Ancient Craft: 
Pyrography 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£40 - £50, 10am   
 
♫ Howie Payne & The Band 
of the Sun 
The Bodega  
£11, 7pm  
 
 

 
SATURDAY 21 OCT 

🎭  Call Mr. Robeson  
Nottingham Contemporary  
£8 - £10, 7.30pm  
 
🎨 Fold Formed Silver 
Pendant & Earrings with 
Helen Domleo 
Nottingham Jewellery 
School  
£95, 10.30am   
 
🎭  Magic Lantern 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£8, 10.30am  
 
♫ The Bowfins 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£7.50, 11am  
 
🎭  Milton Jones Is  
Out There 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£26, 7.30pm  
 
😂  Erich McElroy + Dan 
Evans + Micky P Kerr 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
Nottingham  
£16 - £23, 7pm  
 
SUNDAY 22 OCT 
 
♫ Hurray For the Riff Raff 
Rescue Rooms  
£12.50, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Frankie Rose 
The Bodega  
£9, 7pm  
 
🎭  The Magic Fish 
Djanogly Theatre  
£8, 1pm   
 
👣 Manushi Dance: Indian 
Dance Workshop 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£3, 2pm  
 
♫ Lifetight + Faces Of Eve  
The Angel Microbrewery  
£5, 6pm  
 
♫ Lara Downes 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£10, 11am  
 
♫ Steampunk Sunday 
The Malt Cross  
Free, 2pm  
 
👪  Robin Hood Pageant 
Nottingham Castle  
£9 - £30, 2.30pm  
 
MONDAY 23 OCT 
 
♫ Alex G 
The Bodega  
£10, 7pm  
 
♫ Jesse Dayton 
The Maze  
£13, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Clean Cut Kid 
Rescue Rooms  
£10, 7.30pm  
 
♫ The World & Rattle 
SOAN Studio 
£6 - £6.60, 8pm  
 
👪 Halloween Pumpkin 
Trail 
Nottingham Castle  
£1, 10am   
 
🎭  ROH: Alice’s Adventures 
in Wonderland  
Savoy Cinema  
£11 - £13.50, 7.30pm  

 
TUESDAY 24 OCT 

♫ Hugh Cornwell 
The Glee Club  
£23.50, 7pm  
 
🎭  Wild Life 
Djanogly Theatre  
£8 - £12, 7.30pm  
 
🏫 How did a Dinosaur 
Turn into a Bird? 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm   
 
🎨 Make a Scary Prehistoric 
Bird Puppet 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 11am   
 
♫ Kolars 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
⚽ Notts County v 
Mansfield Town 
Notts County Football Club  
7.45pm  
 
🎭  Cockfight 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£12 - £18, 8pm  
 
🎥 Gran Teatre Del Liceu, 
Barcelona - Un Ballo  
in Maschera 
Savoy Cinema  
£9 - £11, 7pm  
 
♫ Hugh Cornwell 
The Glee Club  
£23.50  
 
👪 Pixelheads: Pixel  
Art Animate 
The National Videogame 
Arcade  
£25, 1pm  
 
 
 
 
 
WEDNESDAY 25 OCT 
 
♫ Fickle Friends 
Rescue Rooms  
£9, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Slowcoaches 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
♫ Bella Hardy 
Djanogly Theatre  
£10 - £16.50, 7.30pm  
 
🎨 Make a Pinecone 
Ancient Greek Owl 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 11am   
 
🎥 Easy Rider  
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary  
£5, 6pm  
 
♫ The Undercover Hippy 
The Maze  
£8, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Andy and The Odd Socks 
Rough Trade Nottingham  
£7.99, 1pm  
 
♫ Bloody Knees live  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm  
 
👪 Pixelheads: Getting 
Started with Python 
The National Videogame 
Arcade  
£25, 10am  
 
 
 
 

We spoke to the founder of Nottingham Comedy 
Festival, Helen Stead, ahead of the event next month... 
 
What made you decide to start the Nottingham 
Comedy Festival?
The festival started back in 2009. At the time, I was a 
member of a local, improvised comedy group, and was 
seeing first-hand the great comedic talent Nottingham 
had to offer. There wasn’t anything around to celebrate 
this, and we felt Nottingham would be a great city for 
a comedy festival. We wanted to give performers of 
all levels an opportunity to perform, and audiences an 
opportunity to experience comedy of all varieties.
 
Which local act has stood out in the past?
There are too many to mention, but last year we had 
a couple of local acts – Jeanette Bird-Bradley and Ben 
Macpherson – sell out their debut shows. Knowing how 
nervous they were beforehand, it was great to see them 
do so well.
 
What about a non-local act?
We’ve had many acts come through the festival whose 
careers are now taking off. Romesh Ranganathan, Joe 
Lycett and Nathan Caton are three that spring to mind.
 
Which comedian, dead or alive, would you want to 
bring to the festival?
This is difficult. From those that have passed away, 
I’d probably go for Robin Williams or Morecambe and 
Wise. From those still alive, I would love to book Rowan 
Atkinson. His live show from the early nineties is still 
one of my favourites.
 
If you could get a non-comedian celebrity compere, 
who would it be?
Someone like Stephen Fry would make a great compere, 
he’s not a stand-up but he does know his comedy.
 
Tell us a crazy story that’s happened at the festival… 
A couple of years ago, we had a promoter come to the 
festival with his comedy bus. The festival launch took 
place on the bus when it arrived, but unfortunately the 
weather was terrible so everyone – including the Lord 
Mayor – was crammed on this bus to hide from the rain, 
talking about fire-eating, among other things. Mixing 
comedians and dignitaries in this unusual space was 
definitely entertaining, some interesting conversations 
took place.
 
What other Nottingham festivals do you love?
I love going to Splendour every year. It’s always great 
fun, despite the weather this year.
 
What are you most looking forward to for this year’s 
Nottingham Comedy Festival?
The thing I love the most is when an act performs to a 
great crowd. I wouldn’t like to choose just one act as 
they’re all so different, and I love the variety that the 
festival brings.
 
Nottingham Comedy Festival runs from Friday 3 - 
Saturday 11 November

nottinghamcomedyfestival.co.uk



 

Sawyer 

Unique, haunting, multitalented; that’s our Sawyer. If 
you’d heard that this guy had been playing for a decade 
and toured the world with someone like Ben Howard, you 
wouldn’t be surprised. And the best part is, he’s only just 
starting out. Although he does have similarities with Ben 
Howard, Sawyer’s voice is even more distinctive. He plays 
as part of a band and, as shown in his Future Session, can 
also boss it solo, Jak Garratt-style, playing drums and 
guitar as well as blasting out the vocals. Take ten minutes 
out of your day and watch the aforementioned Future 
Session either on the Nusic website, or LeftLion’s. You can 
thank us later.

facebook.com/sawyermusicuk
 
 

Sophie Castillo 

Badass guitar riffs, a killer power vocal, plus potent poetic 
lyrics. Sophie Castillo ricocheted into our inbox just a few 
weeks ago and we were blown away by what we heard. 
Man with a Gun showcases everything that’s freakin’ 
awesome about guitars, energy, sass, and the kinda 
groove that makes you wanna headbang like mad. Who’s 
That Man has a bit more of a classic rock ‘n’ roll vibe, but 
still with all the catchiness the human brain can handle. 
She’s studying at the University of Nottingham, but you’d 
be forgiven for thinking she was studying at the Uni of 
Badassery. Have we mentioned she’s pretty badass?

facebook.com/sophiecastillomusic
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NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled 
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny. 
 
Want more? Check the fortnightly podcasts 
and live sessions in the Nusic website.

For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings

THURSDAY 26 OCT 
 
♫ Shakka  
The Southbank Bar - 
Nottingham City  
£11 - £16, 6.30pm  
 
♫ London Grammar 
Rock City  
£32.50, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Skinny Living 
The Bodega  
£7.50, 7pm  
 
♫ Jan Kopinski – In The 
Pinski Zoo Lab 
Bonington Theatre  
£5 - £12, 8pm   
 
♫ Roderick Williams & Iain 
Burnside 
Djanogly Recital Hall  
£10 - £22, 7.30pm   
 
📖 Location and Landscape 
with Alison Moore 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm  
 
🎥 Saturday Night and 
Sunday Morning 
Djanogly Theatre  
£3 - £5, 7.30pm  
 
👪 Dinos in 3D 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 10am   
 
🏫  Patterns in Fossils 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 1.30pm  
 
♫ Doc Shellard’s Acoustic 
Blues Haul 
The Running Horse  
Free, 8.30pm  
 
📖 An Evening with June 
Sarpong 
Waterstones  
£3, 6pm  
 
🎭 Graeme Swann’s Great 
British Spin Off with 
Henry Blofeld 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£25, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Roderick Williams and 
Iain Burnside 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
7.30pm  
 
♫ Black History Month 
Live Music Showcase 
The Maze  
£5, 8pm  
 
👪 Pixelheads: Introduction 
to Gamemaker 2 
The National Videogame 
Arcade  
£65, 10am  
 
 
FRIDAY 27 OCT 
 
♫ Oddity Road 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
♫ The Orielles 
The Angel Microbrewery  
£7, 7pm  
 
♫ Slamboree  
Rescue Rooms  
£14.50, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Zombie Bop! 
The Maze  
£11, 8pm  
 
🎭 The Tempest 
Djanogly Theatre  
£11 - £15, 7.30pm  

FRIDAY 27 OCT 
 
🎨  Pumpkin Carving 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£3, 1pm  
 
👾 Halloween Party  
The Embankment  
7pm  
 
🎨  Firmament - Paul 
Liptrot Solo Show 
Thirtyfive Gamble  
Free, 6.30pm   
 
♫ Friday Night Project 
The Southbank Bar - 
Nottingham City  
Free  
 
♫ Schmörgan 
Baresca  
8pm  
 
♫ Stiff Kittens 
The Angel Microbrewery  
9pm  
 
👾  Stealth Halloween 
Special with Mall Grab 
Stealth  
£15.40, 10pm  
 
🎭 A Square World 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£8, 4.30pm  
 
😂  Simon Amstell: What  
Is This? 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£24, 8pm  
 
♫ INFL Presents: 
Chambers  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm  
 
♫ Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra  
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£8 - £35, 7.30pm  
 
♫ After Hours: Mark 
Bebbington 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£4, 9.45pm  
 
🎨  Big Draw 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 11am  
 
👾 Zombie Bop! 
The Maze  
£11, 8pm  
 
👪 Pixelheads: Introduction 
to Gamemaker 2 
The National Videogame 
Arcade  
£65, 10am  
 
SATURDAY 28 OCT 
 
♫ Justin Currie & The 
Pallbearers 
Rescue Rooms  
£20, 6.30pm  
 
♫ Daemona + Foul Body 
Autopsy + Mordhau + 
Pemphigoid 
The Chameleon Cafe Bar  
£5, 8pm   
 
♫ University Philharmonia 
Djanogly Recital Hall  
£6 - £12, 7.30pm  
 
🎭 Museums at Night: 
Shadow Puppet Magic 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£10, 2pm   
 
 
 

SATURDAY 28 OCT 
 
🎨  Firmament - Paul 
Liptrot Solo Show 
Thirtyfive Gamble  
Free, 10am   
 
♫ Six By Seven 
The Maze  
£20, 8pm  
 
📖 Food Writing Day with 
Lottie Huckle 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
£20 - £45, 10am 
 
♫ Sisters of Sound 
The Bodega  
Free, 10pm  
 
🎨  Silver Clay with  
Vivien Bowling 
Nottingham Jewellery 
School  
£85, 10.30am   
 
♫ Macka B 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£23, 7.30pm  
 
👾 The Improvised 
Halloween Musical 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£10, 7.45pm  
 
👾  Fireside Frighteners  
Brewhouse Yard  
£15, 7.30pm  
 
🎭 Magic Lantern 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£8, 10.30am  
 
♫ Simon & Garfunkel: 
Through the Years 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£17.50, 7.30pm  
 
😂  Sean Percival 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
Nottingham  
£16 - £23, 7pm  
 
♫ Young, Black and 
Present 
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 12pm  
 
SUNDAY 29 OCT 
 
👣  Jaivant Patel Dance  
Dance4  
Free, 11am   
 
♫ Kvelertak 
Rescue Rooms  
£10, 7.30pm  
 
🎨  King Arthur Craft 
Workshop 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
Free, 1.30pm  
 
🎭 Michael Morpurgo’s 
King Arthur 
Djanogly Theatre  
£8, 3pm  
 
👪 Discover Your 
Nottingham with  
Chris Weir  
Forest Recreation Ground  
£5, 10.30am  
 
🎨  Firmament - Paul 
Liptrot Solo Show 
Thirtyfive Gamble  
Free, 10am   
 
♫ Music for Everyone - 
Coronations and Fireworks 
The Albert Hall  
£8, 3.30pm  
 
 

SUNDAY 29 OCT 
 
👾 Halloween Steaming 
Spooktacular  
Nottingham Industrial 
Museum  
£15  
 
♫ Return of the Legends 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£25 - £60, 7.30pm  
 
👣  Tap Factory 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£22 - £25, 7.30pm 

MONDAY 30 OCT 
 
♫ Make Them Suffer 
Rock City  
£12, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Instant Composers Pool  
Djanogly Theatre  
£10 - £18, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Willie Nile 
The Running Horse  
£14, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Newmoon 
The Bodega  
£7, 7pm  
 
👾  Ghost Lights  
Halloween Special 
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£10, 6.30pm   
 
📣  Protest: Stories of 
Resistance 
Five Leaves Bookshop  
£3, 7pm  
 
🎭 Desire and Decadence 
at the French Cabaret 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£12, 7.30pm  
 
♫ Go Primitive + Kill 
The Silence + Wolves 
Don’t Sleep + Revealer + 
Pendulums Fall 
The Maze  
£6, 7pm  
 
TUESDAY 31 OCT 
 
😂  Mark Thomas: A  
Show that Gambles on  
the Future 
Djanogly Theatre  
£12 - £16, 7.30pm  
 
👾 Spooky Camp Fire Tales 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£5, 5pm   
 
🎲 Halloween Quiz 
Six Barrell Drafthouse  
8pm  
 
🎨  Ceramics Course with 
Sandy Bywater 
Curious? Nottingham  
£100, 1pm  
 
👾  Strangest Things 80’s 
Halloween Party 
Nottingham Playhouse  
£8, 10pm  
 
♫ Marc Almond: Shadows 
& Reflections Tour 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£24.50 - £60, 7.30pm  
 
🎭 Mark Thomas 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£12 - £16, 7.30pm  
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👣  Jump Start  
Dance4  
£3, 4.15pm – 5.15pm  
Mon 2 Oct – Mon 23 Jul 
 
🎭  Playground 
Nottingham Playhouse  
Tue 3 Oct – Sat 7 Oct 
 
🎭  Crazy For You 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£16 – £42.50  
Tue 3 Oct – Sat 7 Oct 
 
👪  Goose Fair 
Forest Recreation Ground  
Free  
Wed 4 Oct – Sun 8 Oct 
 
 
 

🎤  Cool Rhythms Open Mic 
& Live Music 
The Navigation Inn  
Free, 6pm – 2am  
Fri 6 Oct - Sat 7 Oct 
 
🎭  The History Boys 
Lace Market Theatre  
£9 – £11, 7.30pm – 10.30pm  
Mon 9 Oct – Sat 14 Oct 
 
🎭  Stick Man 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£11 – £13  
Tue 10 Oct – Wed 11 Oct 
 
🎠 Robin hood Beer and 
Cider Festival 
Nottingham Castle  
£10.80 – £21.60  
Wed 11 Oct – Sat 14 Oct 

🎥 Mayhem Film Festival 
Broadway Cinema  
£4.50 – £75  
Thu 12 Oct – Sun 15 Oct 
 
🍴  Curry Market 
The Old Market Square  
Free, 11.30am – 9pm  
Fri 13 Oct – Sat 14 Oct 
 
👪  Diwali Celebrations 
The Old Market Square  
Free  
Fri 13 Oct – Sat 14 Oct 
 
🎭  Dinosaur World 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£12.50  
Fri 13 Oct – Sun 15 Oct 
 
 

💪  UKBFF Championships 
2017 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£25, 10am  
Sat 14 Oct – Sun 15 Oct 
 
🎨 Monet Bridge around 
the Lake 
Patchings Art Centre  
Sat 14 Oct – Sun 19 Nov 
 
🎭  Beautiful - The Carol 
King Musical 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£19.50 – £49.50  
Tue 17 Oct – Sat 21 Oct 
 
 
 
 

👪  Spooky Children’s 
Dungeon Tours 
Nottingham Castle  
10am – 5pm  
Mon 23 Oct – Fri 27 Oct 
 
👪   Kids’ Dungeon Tour 
Nottingham Castle  
£5, 1pm – 3pm  
Mon 23 Oct – Fri 27 Oct 
 
🎭  The Thrill of Love 
Lace Market Theatre  
£9 – £10, 7.30pm – 10.30pm  
Tue 24 Oct – Sat 28 Oct 
 
🎭  My Fair Lady 
Theatre Royal and Royal 
Concert Hall  
£10 – £22.50  
Tue 24 Oct – Sat 28 Oct 
 

👪  Halloween  
The Old Market Square  
Free  
Fri 27 Oct – Tue 31 Oct 
 
👪  The Original 
Nottingham Ghost Walks  
St Nik’s Church  
Free  
Sat 28 Oct – Tue 31 Oct 
 
👪  October Half Term 
Workshops (7-10 Yrs) 
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 10.30am – 12.30pm  
Mon 30 Oct – Thu 2 Nov 
 
🎨 The Artist Collection 
Patchings Art Centre  
Sat 14 Oct – Sun 19 Nov

MONDAYS
 

 Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
Southbank
The Grosvenor
The Navigation 
 

 Movie Mondays 
Spanky Van Dyke’s 
 
 MOBA Mondays 

[ALT] Gaming Lounge 
 
 Poker Night 

The Navigation Inn 
The Grosvenor 

 
 Life Drawing 

Malt Cross
 

TUESDAYS 
 
 Open Mic Night

Filthy’s
Pepper Rocks 
Greyhound, Beeston 
 
 Pub Quiz

The Johnson Arms
Sir John Borlase Warren 
 

 Music 
Bar Eleven 
Rescue Rooms 
The Navigation Inn 
 

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
 
 

WEDNESDAYS 

 Open Mic Night
JamCafe
Rescue Rooms
The Bell Inn
The Maze 

 Pub Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Rescue Rooms
Spanky Van Dyke’s
The Hop Pole 
 

 Open Hack Night 
Nottingham Hackspace 
 

 Music
The Navigation Inn
Southbank City
Rock City 

THURSDAYS
 
 Pub Quiz

Southbank 
The Grosvenor 
 

 Mindfulness Group
Sobar 
 

 Music 
Rock City
Southbank City
JamCafe
The Navigation Inn 
Rescue Rooms 
The Lion at Basford 
 

 Paint a Pot 
Harley Gallery
 

FRIDAYS 

 Unplugged 
Showcase
Bunkers Hill 
 

 Bopp 
Red Bar 
 

 Ink Fridays 
Ink
 

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
 

 Friday Night Live 
Southbank 
 
 
 

SATURDAYS 
 

 Stealth VS Rescued
Stealth and  
Rescue Rooms 
 

 Music
JamCafe 
Rock City 
Southbank 
 

 Saturday Art Club 
New Art Exchange 
 

🎭  Saturday Sessions 
Nonsuch Theatre 
 

🎭  Comedy 
The Glee Club 
Jongleurs 

SUNDAYS 
 
 Pub Quiz

The Trent  

 Live Jazz
The Bell Inn 
The Lion at Basford 
 

 Acoustic Sessions 
Malt Shovel 
 

 Sunday DJ Sessions 
The Southbank Bar

 Life Drawing
Place Activiy Centre 
 

💃 Kathak Dance 
New Art Exchange

WEEKLY STUFF
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Nottingham Forest

Capacity: 30,445Capacity:

Nottingham Forest

Trade: Football Club

Location: Nottingham, UK

Est: 1865

Drinks: £2.70 a Bovril

Trade: Cocktail Bar

Location: Milan, Italy

Est: 1992

Capacity: 40

Drinks: €12 a Bananarita

Libra (24 Sept – 23 Oct)
You’ll receive a letter in the post this week: 
handwritten address, stamp, fancy envelope, the 
lot. Unfortunately, it has been wrongly delivered 
and is actually for Barbara down the road. 

Scorpio (24 Oct – 22 Nov) 
While stuck on hold this month, you’ll doodle 
your greatest masterpiece. However, after 
scrawling the details of your phone call on the 
same paper, it’ll be rendered worthless. 

Sagittarius (23 Nov – 22 Dec)
You’ll finally encounter a cute, affectionate and 
loyal companion in the form of a random dog 
who chases you down the street.

Capricorn (Dec 23 – Jan 19)
You get round to doing some exercise when you 
realise you’re late for the train and have to leg 
it. You catch it, but forget to buy a ticket and are 
issued with a £100 fine.

Aquarius (20 Jan – 19 Feb) 
The stars predict that you’ll come into some 
money soon. Unfortunately, this turns out to be 
one of the old fivers that’s been living in your 
sofa for the past two years. 

Pisces (20 Feb – 20 Mar) 
It’s Mercury’s last week in your home and family 
sector, and he hasn’t even bought you a card or 
box of chocolates to say thanks for putting him 
up. Charming. 

Aries (21 Mar – 20 Apr)
Tuesdays are your best day of the week. That’s 
the good news. The bad news is that every 
other day of the week is now set to be dull as 
dishwater in comparison. Sorry about that. 

Taurus (21 Apr – 21 May)
There’ll be a battle between two planets on your 
chart. The film adaptation of this battle will be 
picked up by a well-known production company 
and Liam Neeson will be billed for the 
starring role. 

Gemini (22 May – 22 June)
You find your teenage diary, and wonder how 
you were ever in love with Brad from Canada 
after knowing him for only five minutes. 

Cancer (23 June – 23 July)
Today's planetary energy is daring you to 
run fully clothed through the fountains in 
Market Square.

Leo (24 July – 23 Aug)
You download an app that recreates the classic 
Nokia snake game on your phone. You’ll become 
addicted and your family and friends will be 
forced to intervene. 

Virgo (24 Aug – 23 Sept)
The weather this week will be determined by 
when you decide to put the washing out on the 
line. Expect rain the minute it’s out, and sun the 
moment you bring it back in. 



Find out how one of the UK’s most established and respected creative
universities can help you launch your successful creative career.

• Animation, Graphic Design, and Photography
• Architecture
• Broadcasting and Journalism
• Costume, Theatre, Film and Television Design
• Games Production, Technology, and Art
• Fashion, Textiles and Knitwear Design

LAUNCH YOUR CREATIVE
CAREER AT NTU
VISIT US AT AN OPEN DAY THIS AUTUMN

www.ntu.ac.uk/opendays
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• Fashion Management, Marketing and Communication
• Film, Television and Visual Effects
• Fine and Decorative Arts
• Furniture and Product Design
• Music Technology, Performance, and Live & Technical Events
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